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CHAPTER 1

introduction
this research focuses on the indian slave trade between
the mormon settlers and the native americans in the great
basin region prior to 1847 when the mormons began
colonizing the great basin the slave trade was an essential
systematically stronger
element of native indian life
indian tribes captured prisoners from weaker indian tribes
before selling them as slaves to either the mexicans or to
cormons
Mor mons therefore confronted the indian
other indians mormons
slave trade soon after their arrival because local indians
expected them to participate in the slave trade mormons
disliked the slave trade but realized indian mormon
relations revolved around their participation to justify
their participation in the slave trade both secularly and
spiritually and to essentially illegalize the slave trade
between indians and mexicans mormons developed a program in
which they would purchase slaves adopt them into their
families and assimilate them into their culture
the primary advocate of this adoption program was
brigham young

mormon

prophet

and superintendent of indian

utah

territorial

affairs

young

governor

zealously

provided both secular and religious justifications which he
linked to expected results for mormon participation in the

indian slave trade

with youngs approvals
approvalf
approval

territorial legislature

the utah

passed a law which legalized the

adoption policy this research explores youngs
reasons for supporting the adoption policy as well as his
expected results from mormon participation further this
research compares youngs expectations with the actual

mormon

results
the indian slave trade as

fact in western united
states history has been well documented eighteenth and
nineteenth century great basin and southwest explorers
memorates
recorded in diaries me
morates and official government
documents their perceptions about the slave trade
later
mormon settlers recorded their observations of the slave
trade through similar materials
in 1929 historian william J snow wrote an article
about the indian slave trade in the great basin area in
which he summarized these earlier accounts
in his
snow
presents primary historical accounts and data
article
about the slave trade such as the accounts by explorer
jones and the territorial law passed in 1852
daniel W jonesi
that sanctioned mormon participation in the slave trade
juanita brooks a noted mormon historian wrote the
next significant work on the mormon indian slave trade
a

1

2

years
among the indians
forty
daniel
lake
salt
book is an often
city juvenile instructor office 1890
this
quoted primary source that explains mormon indian relations and the
issue of the slave trade brooks snow and creer use jones as a
primary source for a reliable commentary on the slave trade
W

jones

2

in her

article published

in 1944

brooks argues that the

philosophical basis for
entering the indian slave trade brooks also presents some
material that revealed important social challenges faced by
the indians who were bought and adopted by mormons
especially pertaining to race and intermarriage brooks
feels that adopted indians faced these challenges because
nant white culture was unable to accept the adopted
dominant
the domi
indians as equals additionally brooks notes that some
adopted indians were treated more equally than others from
her sample of thirty two adopted indians she concludes that
female indians were more apt to intermarry with whites
while indian men usually married indians or didnt marry at
mormons had an economic and a

all
arline malouf also wrote an article
indian slave trade
maloufs
malouff article was basically

the
a re
examination of the indian slave trade through sources
already quoted by snow and brooks maloufs contribution to
this subject is found in his concluding paragraph wherein he
suggests that the most striking result of spanish slavery
in 1945

A

on

3

the development of bands of raiders which preyed upon
because these
the weaker bands in their vicinity
indian slave traders or bands of raiders threatened mormon

was

1144

colonization efforts malouf asserts the mormons used a
combination of religious ideology and military superiority

3

to ultimately destroy the slave trade in the inter mounfcain
mountain

west
west

5

another historian leland hargrave creer reviews the
subject of the indian slave trade in a short chapter of his
book about the exploration of utah
creers chapter 11
II is
one cf the better explanations of the Spanish
Mexican indian
spanishmexican
slave trade in the great basin in his chapter creer
6

reviews the documentation of the indian slave trade during

the period 1776 1856 and includes an explanation of mormon
policy concerning the slave trade he also cites the entire
utah territorial act that illegalized
the slave trade
legalized
il
between the indians and mexicans while it sanctioned the
cormons
Mor mons
slave trade between indians and mormons
in 1964 roldo V dutson wrote a masters thesis about

racial attitudes among members of the mormon faith
Dut
sons thesis contains an important chapter entitled
dutsons
slavery among the indians of the utah territory in which
he reviews the indian slave question
dutson uses this
7

cormons
Mor mons from 1847 to 1865
chapter to conclude that mormons
accepted slavery among negroes but rejected slavery among
indians in support of his claim dutson cites mormon
theological statements during the period 1847 to 1964
some important historical sources about the indian
slave trade are the four series of compilations published by
the daughters of utah pioneers
the daughters of utah
pioneers compile personal historical accounts of events in
8

4

utahs history

within these four series of accounts some
volumes contain information about indian slaves that were
cormons
bought and then adopted by mormons
Mor mons
these accounts are
scattered throughout the volumes that comprise some ten
some accounts are full of information about
thousand pages
the adopted indians while others only mention a name or an
incident concerning an adopted indian however these
accounts are the only known accounts of adopted indians
this research uses prior academic studies and
historical accounts to explain the important historical
precedents that led president brigham young and the utah
territorial legislature to sanction the purchase of indian
cormons
Mor mons
slaves among the mormons
it also seeks to investigate the
mormon justifications as enunciated by young for
persuading the predominantly mormon territorial legislature
to enact the 1852 territorial law that legally established
indian slavery in utah territory youngs statements are
the primary source of the mormons justifications because
young was not only president of the mormon church but was

also utah

affairs in

territorys

governor and superintendent of indian

1852

one of youngs primary reasons for mormon

interaction

in the indian slave trade was the incorporation of the newly
purchased slaves into the framework of the mormon family
young reasoned that indian slaves who otherwise would have
ended up as servants of other indians or of mexicans would
5

better off as

further young
expected the adopted indians to become assimilated into the
mormon culture
by assimilation young meant that adopted
be

members of a mormon family

indians would become a member of the mormon church and
thereupon receive all mormon ordinances necessary to become
saved or exalted in the mormon sense
additionally young
expected the adopted indians to become fully civilized or
anglo americanized therefore the adopted indians would be
legally socially religiously and culturally accepted as
or in other words become as any
members of the community
other person in the mormon community
the definition of assimilation is not always clear in
social science because each discipline defines it
differently this study will define assimilation in a
traditional manner the word assimilate comes from the
latin word assimulare which means to make similar or the
process wherein one group becomes similar to another
robert park one of the first scholars to define
2

9

assimilation states that
assimilation is a process of interpenetration and
fusion in which persons and groups acquire the
memories sentiments and attitudes of other persons or
groups and by sharing their experience and history
are incorporated with them in a common cultural
e
ilfe
life
lif

milton

M

O
10

0

defines assimilation as
2the
athe
he

parks definition as

gordon adds to
a

basically
change of cultural patterns to

definitions of essential terms is
6

he

found in appendix 1I

those of the host or dominant society

definition into several categories
as greeley

kallen
definitions to the
some area studies
gordon

though he divides his

scholars such
and feagin have added specialized
literature12
literature and a current trend among
scholars is to almost reject the park and
because of an establishment and an
11

some

12

definitions
ethnocentric bias however this study follows the original
definitions set forth by park and gordon because the mormon
adoption program was an attempt to absorb the indians into
the mormon culture
this study will focus on the mormon attempt to
assimilate the adopted indians into their culture
brooks in 1944 concluded that adopted indians were unable
to become fully assimilated into the mormon culture
she
bases her assumption upon scattered accounts of marriage
13

the adopted indians brooks also mentions some
assumed social challenges faced by the adopted indians
challenges she linked to the difficulties of cultural
among

assimilation since brookss article in 1944 no
significant work dealing specifically with the mormon indian
slave trade and the associated effects upon the adopted
indians has been published therefore brookss assumptions
challenged
and conclusions have neither been confirmed nor chalie
challe ngod
this thesis is based upon the work begun by brooks
brooks suggested some inconsistencies between mormon
expectations and actual results of the adoption policy to
7

confirm the inconsistencies mentioned by brooks as well as
to confirm other inconsistencies not mentioned by brooks

this thesis

draws from other

historical accounts that

these accounts are drawn
memorates
from the volumes of me
morates published by the daughters of
utah pioneers while other accounts are drawn from
additional historical sources
using these accounts this research shows that adopted
indians faced many challenges related to their status as a
racial minority at the present time scattered accounts
describe some of these challenges but no comprehensive work
has been compiled to adequately describe and explain what
these challenges were and to what extent the challenges
affected the lives of the adopted indians this research
shows that these challenges necessitated by the meshing of
two cultures resulted from a long established indian
mormon
new
a
becoming
dominating
and
to
subservient
culture

mention adopted indians

many of

culture
the information found in the daughters of utah pioneer
accounts

coupled with the brooks accounts and other

scattered accounts helps describe the indians degree of
cultural assimilation in the mormon culture this research
then verifies the degree of adopted indian assimilation
described by historians who are generally anglo americans
by analyzing ordinance records kept by the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints these records used primarily
8

for genealogical data and mormon temple work contain
accurate records of baptisms marriages endowments and
sea
dealings
sealings
lings also these religious ordinances figure
importantly in the mormon belief of personal exaltation or
salvation because these mormon ordinances are requirements
in mormon belief for personal salvation they are an
accurate mirror of the adopted indians degree of
assimilation into the mormon culture in as much as the
adopted indians either participated or did not participate
in these religious ordinances thus this research presents
an overall description of adopted indian assimilation but
focuses on the adopted indians religious assimilation in

particular
limitations and delimitations
the primary limitation for this research is the

availability of information
cormons
mons
Mor
sold to mormons
and 1870 taken
there is a area

the indian slaves who were
unfortunately the censuses of 18501860
in utah do not in most cases specify though
for specification the race of the
on

inhabitants therefore an accurate estimate is not
available for the number of adopted indians however in
varied historical accounts indian children are mentioned
and it is from these accounts that the initial information
was collected
these accounts are mainly in the compiled
literature of the daughters of utah pioneers series
9

these accounts also vary in the amount of information
they contain some only mention names while others
document further data such as marriages deaths and
personal characteristics still this wide spectra of
information contains enough fundamental aspects to conduct a
reliable and informative study
this sample of adopted indians collected from the
daughters of utah pioneer accounts and other sources is
necessarily skewed toward those who lived past early
childhood and toward those who were exceptional in some way
because the sample is taken from historical sources
however the sample is still useful in determining the
extent of assimilation specifically religious assimilation
into the mormon culture because it consists of the most
prominent adopted indians
if the most prominent adopted
indians were not fully assimilated into the mormon religious
culture as shown through mormon ordinance records it can
be assumed that the less prominent adopted indians were also
not fully assimilated into the mormon religious culture
what percentage of the total population of adopted
indians the sample represents is not statistically known
however the best estimate of the total indian population in
the great basin during the decades 1850 1870 is twelve
again what percentage of the twelve thousand
thousand
indians were children and what percentage of those children
were sold into slavery is not known but assuming that the
14

10

adopted indian population was five hundred or less the
sample of eighty eight adopted indians is a very good
sample

another limitation is the extent of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints records of these indian
children the data presented comes from the TIB IGI and

ancestral file and though theoretically complete clerical
errors could have been made by individuals who compiled the
records thus in order to eliminate as much error as
possible this research uses all three record indexes for

its data
this research focuses

three periods 1 before
mormon colonization1776
colonization 1776 1847 2 the period of the mormon
indian slave trading 1847 1865 3 post 1865 as far as it
is relevant to the lives of the indians involved in the
slave trade particularly the lives of those indians
included in this research
this research can be
classified as historical narration
at the present time no other historical cases in which
a culture bought slaves for the express purpose of adopting
them and teaching them a prescribed religion have been
academically presented the mormon experience with the
indians of the great basin seems to be a unique occurrence
in history and thus this research cannot be guided by a
prior academic theory
on

11

in general

this research provides

a comprehensive

explanation of the mormon adoption program along with a
description of the effects of the program on the indians
involved
specifically this research describes the degree
of adopted indian religious assimilation into the mormon
religion by showing that the mormon adoption program was
mormon
young
by
who proposed a
brigham
leader
the
initiated
rationale for mormon involvement in the indian slave trade
that was necessarily linked to expected results however
actual results were substantially different from youngs

this conclusion is reached through an
analysis a sample group of adopted indians and their
associated participation in mormon religious ordinances
expected effects

12
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CHAPTER 2

PRE MORMON HISTORY OF INDIAN SLAVERY IN UTAH

in 1776

to find a new
in california

the government of new spain sent an expedition
northern route to connect santa fe to monterey

the government sent this expedition led by
two franciscan friars named silvestre velez de escalante and
francisco antanacio dominguez into the great basin as a
response to rival european colonization north of new
spain
therefore the dominguez escalante expedition
became the first recorded white men to enter what is now
utah and to interact with the utah indians thomas J
farnham reports that the expedition after encountering some
early winter storms returned to santa fe
the dominguez
escalante expedition did not find a new route to monterey
but they returned with important information about the great
2

basin and

its inhabitants

after the

dominguez

escalante expedition leland creer

records the spanish officials did not seek to establish
missions among the great basin indians because of
complicated european problems and the difficulty of heading
off threats to major spanish settlements by russians
english french and later americans each of these nations
was constantly encroaching upon the spanish empire in north
14

although the spanish government did not
send settlers to the great basin after 1776 spanish traders
began to filter into the area
according to creer these
were not concerned primarily with the
spanish traders

america

3

however

fur trade but with the inhumane traffic in indian children
for which they exchanged fire arms intoxicating liquors
and california horses
an assumption made by many historians is that traders
pressed into the great basin to trade with the indians after
an important letter dated 1 september 1805 from
1776
joaquin de real alencaster governor of mexico to the
commandant general refers to trading activities of manuel
according to creer these communications suggest
mestos
more or less continual intercourse between the spaniards of
new mexico and yutahs of the utah lake region
4

5

6

further an account taken from a document filed with
the alcalde of the villa de santa cruz de la canada contains
information about two traders mauricio arze and lagos
garcia who traded for indian slaves with local indians
during an expedition to utah lake in 1813

joseph J

hill

states
Timpano gos
the company remained at the lake of the timpanogos
when all
three days carrying on a little trade
were assembled a council was held but if we rely upon
the statement of the spanish affidavits the indians
would trade nothing but indian slaves as the spaniards
had done on other occasions
the spanish rebuffed and
the indians started killing their horses
7

15

farther south the spaniards again confronted indians
wanted to sell them slaves
hill records

who

the commandant having been informed of the extremity
of the resentment of the indians called the men
together and gave them permission to purchase the
slaves As a result twelve slaves were bought by the
spaniards
the slave trade did have some opposition from officials
in mexico city
in 1812 spanish authorities passed a law
prohibiting slavery but the law was largely ignored in
santa fe and spanish lands north of santa fe
thus historians such as william J snow in his article
the spanish slave trade generally conclude it would
seem from facts to be presented that almost continuously
from escalantes expedition on until after the mormons came
wandering spaniards entered these valleys not only for furs
but to traffic in indian slaves
milton R hunter also
9

10

states that
continuously after the arze garcia expedition into
utah spaniards and mexicans carried on trade with
indians in 1821 utah passed from spanish to mexican
ownership and after that date trade increased
principle articles of exchange were the indian women
and children who were carried into california and old
and new mexico for slaves
gregory C crampton states that the mexican people
continued to participate in the indian slave trade after
i2
ia
uncle dick
their independence from spain in 1821
wooton an old frontiersman of the early nineteenth century
2

also states

it
parties

thing in those days 1830s to see
of mexicans in that country great basin

was no uncommon

16

buying children and while we were trapping there
cherey
therey
th erey we
sent a lot of peltries to taos by a party of those same

slave traders
and daniel jones in his book forty years among the indians
writes the mexicans were as fully established and
systematic in this trade as even were the slavers of the
seas and to them it was a very lucrative business
the old spanish trail which crossed the southern part
of utah was a favorite route of the spanish and mexican
slave traders creer mentions that the slave trade was
confined mainly to the indians of the southern part of the
la
jones speaking of the year 1851 writes that
state
the slave trade gave rise to the civil wars between the
native tribes of the country from salt lake down to the
and snow declares that the ute
utah
tribes of southern utah16
plute and
tribes from northern utah commonly preyed on the plutte
goshute
koshute tribes of southern utah it was very convenient for
the ute indians to capture the plute indians and trade them
for goods with traders traveling along the spanish trail
13

14

17

visited the great basin in 1839
describes the trade among the piutes
aiutes
these poor creatures are hunted in the spring of the
year when weak and helpless by a certain class of
men and when taken are fattened carried to santa fe
A likely
and sold as slaves during their minority
girl in her teens brings often times 60 or 80 pounds
the males are valued less
farnham

who

18

17

therefore the slave trade
ac
account
traders another county
countr

profitable for the
jones confirms this

was very
by

assumption

children
all
new
back

bought on the return trip would be taken
mexico and then sold boys fetching on an

to
average of 100 girls from 150 to 200 the girls
were in demand to bring up for house servants having
the reputation of making better servants than

others

19

not only did the local indian tribes and slave hunters
capture and sell these plute people but even american beaver

hunters and piutes
aiutes themselves participated in the slave
trade A dr lyman who traveled of the old spanish trail
in 1841 observes
the new mexicans capture the piutes
aiutes for slaves the
neighboring indians do the same and even the bold and
unusually high handed old beaver hunter sometimes
descends from his legitimate behavior among the
mountains streams for this mean traffic
own
r
finally the piutes
children
aiutes themselves sold their
thel
thei
jones states many of the lower classes inhabiting the
southern deserts would sell their own children for a horse
and kill and eat the horse
captain james H simpson
confirms jones statement and affirms that the indians in
the southern part of utah territory bartered their children
to one another the utes in particular bought slaves and
sold them to other southern tribes or to the mexicans
therefore in 1847 when the mormons entered the great
salt lake valley the slave trade had become a lucrative
occupation for many mexicans some american traders and of
course many utah indians however of these three groups
20

21
1121

222

18

the slave trade was most important to the utah indians
because it had become an essential element of their culture
or in other words their economic way of life revolved
around the slave trade

19
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CHAPTER 3
EARLY MORMON

when

the

interaction

first

IN THE UTAH INDIAN SLAVE TRADE

group of mormons entered the great

salt

lake valley they were but the first wave of a vast group of
immigrants that would come to the great basin
the reasons
for this vast immigration were numerous however
the
principle reason involved religious belief the mormons were
basically a religious denomination fleeing from repeated
persecution in new york ohio missouri and illinois what
they sought was an isolated area where they might worship as
they pleased
utah at that time contained few white men
and the mormons firmly believed it was their final

destination their zion
because of religious beliefs mormons brought to the
great basin a particular interest in the indians according
to mormon scripture the book of mormon which they held as
scripture similar to the bible the american indians were a
remnant of a people who came to the americas from palestine
six hundred years before christ the mormons believed this
israelite group built a substantial civilization but because
of disobedience god cursed their posterity with a dark skin
1

A

since the american indian was of the blood of israel mormons
saw them as brothers because they believed they were also of
22

the blood of israel
this concept was freely taught by
joseph smith the mormon founder and his successor brigham
young

2

evidently this concept did at times break through the
conceptual level to actual practice A non mormon richard F
burton in his book the city of the saints notes that the
mormons treat their step brethren indians far more humanely
than other western men they feed clothe and lodge them and
attach them by good works to their interests
juanita brooks suggests that another important factor in
mormon indian relations was a book of mormon promise that
these indians upon conversion would become a white and
people
delightsome peoples
the concept of the indians as a fallen
people was not new
oneil and layton note that the most
articulate expression of this idea occurred in seventeenth
century new england where the indians and the wilderness were
viewed as manifestations of the devil
the authors conclude
but whereas the puritans of that time and place
approached the challenge of redemption with trepidation
cormons
Mor mons their intellectual heirs approached it with
the mormons
3

1144

5

verve and optimism

mormons
cormons
Mor mons

6

it

their religious duty
brooks says
that promise

therefore felt that

was

to help fulfill this promise
cormons
Mor mons
often repeated became a sort of axiom with the mormons
though they seemed to have been in doubt as to the way the
transformation was to come about
mormons were also aware of their secluded and isolated
position far from help in case of indian wars thus early
7
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in their interactions with indians brigham young set the
policy of either being friendly or neutral with the indians
john R young comments that brigham young set the standard of
mormon indian relations when brigham said
but even aside
from christian duty 1I am satisfied it will be cheaper to feed
them

than to fight them

8

and brooks

states

from the time

they entered the salt lake valley the mormons were intimately
responsive to and keenly aware of the problem of getting
along with the indian

9

the mormons began their colonization of the great
basin in 1847 there were approximately twelve thousand
two principle
indians scattered throughout the great basin
when

10

tribes inhabited the great basin

Sho
shoshone
shoshoni
shoni and ute

the
Sho
shoshone
shoshone
shoshoni
shoni consisted of the northwestern Sho
shoshoni
shoni of northern
shoshone
shoshoni
shoni of
utah the bannock of southern idaho the western Sho
northern nevada the northern paiute of western nevada and
Sho shoni of western wyoming
shoshone
the utes consisted
the eastern shoshoni
Timpa nogas utes of central utah the
of the tumpanawach timpanogas
pasvant utes of south
unetah utes of northeastern utah the pahvant
unitah
Goshi utes of western utah and eastern
central utah the goshiutes
nevada and the southern paiutes of southern utah and southern
n
according to eckman the salt lake valley was a
nevada
shoshone
shoshoni
shoni
largely uninhabited buffer zone between the ute and Sho
tribes and partly because of that neither tribe officially
exhibited resistance to mormon settlement in the region
12
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however

even though indians presented

little resistance

cormons
Mor mons
most mormons came to the great basin
to the mormons
unprepared for the indians habit of selling indian slaves to
peter gottfredson quoting from the journal of
white men
solomon kimball relates one of the mormons first encounters
with this custom
during the winter of 1847 48 some indian children
were brought to the old salt lake fort to be sold
at first two were offered but the settlers
peremptorily refused to buy them
the indian in
charge said that the children had been captured in
war and would be killed at sunset if the white men
thereupon they purchased one of
didnt buy them
them and the one not sold was shot
several
later
indians came in with two more using the same
threat they were bought and brought up at the
expense of the settlers
13

gottfredson also records another early mormon encounter
with the indian slave trade
soon after the mormons arrived in the valley a
number of indians were encamped at the hot springs
north of salt lake city A little girl whom they
had stolen from another tribe was offered for a
the colonists at first refused to buy
rifle
whereupon the indians began to torture her
declaring that they would kill her unless the rifle
was forthcoming
in the face of this cruelty and
threat one of the men parted with his only gun
solomon F kimball says of these first encounters that
the red men were not long in learning that the saints were a
tender hearted people and could not witness such scenes
were
vere
without sympathizing to the uttermost with those who gere
being tortured
elder john R young writes that
14

15

to our city lot in the fall of
a band of indians camped near us
1847
early one
morning we were excited at hearing their shrill blood
curdling war whoop mingled with occasionally sharp cries
soon

after

we moved on

25

was Wan
wanships
warships
manship
wanship
ship band some of his braves
ships
had just returned from the war path
in a fight with
wolfs band they lost two men but had
one of these
succeeded in taking two girls prisoners

it

of pain

little

they had killed and were torturing the other
to save
her life charley decker bought her and took her to our
house to be washed and clothed
16

so

the indian slaves were often tortured before the mormons
john young describes the
stepped in and bought them

situation of the child just mentioned
she was the saddest looking piece of humanity 1I have ever
seen they had shingled her head with butcher knives and
fire brands all the fleshy parts of her body legs and
arms had been hacked with knives then fire brands had
been stuck into the wounds
she was gaunt with hunger
and smeared from head to foot with blood and ashes
17

consequently

mormons
cormons
Mor mons

soon

after

their

arrival

participated in the local slave trade primarily for two
reasons first because of their isolated position as a small
anglo american group amidst a larger group of native americans
who at times demanded they participate in the slave trade
the mormons sensed that mormon indian relations depended upon
second because of their supposed
their participation
religious duty as dictated by their leaders
their
scriptures and their desire to eliminate suffering among the
indians

felt inclined to aid the indian slaves
in her article indian relations on the mormon

mormons

juanita brooks
early pioneer
states of this time period
frontier
relations with the indian soon began to revolve upon the
ay
necessity of mormons purchasing slaves
As the mormons pushed their settlements south of salt
young
recognized the
brigham
especially
leaders
lake their
iy
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tact with the indians the mormons
that part of their policy of diplomacy and tact

need to use diplomacy and

also knew
entailed buying slaves george A smith in his journal of the
iron county mission relates an incident of an indian trading
a boy in retribution for killing one of the settlers oxen
smith also says
br
brother barnard presented me with a
pinede girl about four years old he purchased it off
child a pihede
walker a local indian chief for an ox and brother baker
was accompanied by his son 12 years old
he had also two
indian children which he had purchased of walker
smiths
accounts are characteristic of many incidents involving the
indian slave trade on the mormon frontier
slave trading was the chief occupation of one of the most
colorful indian chiefs of the mormon colonial period chief
walkama
walker or Wal
walkara
kara because walker was a dominant ute indian
chief brigham young and other mormons negotiated for land and
peace on walkers terms walker regularly captured and sold
slaves usually gaining tremendously from exploiting the plute
and goshute
koshute peoples consequently the slave trade was very
important to him and his people because the slave trade was
cormons
Mor mons
important to walker the slave trade was important to mormons
daniel jones says they walker and his band were in the
habit of raiding on the plute and low tribes taking their
in addition jones
children prisoners and selling them
states walker and his band raided on the weak tribes taking
their children prisoners and selling them to the mexicans
19

20

21
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22
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naturally walker wanted to continue his profitable occupation
of capturing and selling indian slaves so brigham young and
the mormons necessarily dealt with the slave trade because
they dealt with walker
but for the indians

less than desirable

who were

william

R

slaves
palmer

the experience was
a

historian

who

indian slaves living as free people with
mormon families in 1929 stresses the difficult circumstances
two accounts recorded by palmer deal with
of slave life
mary shem and jinnie
these two indian women were captured
during indian raids one by walker and the other by the
navajo and were forced into servitude however both managed
to escape but only after intense trials and near impossible
journeys through barren country
it is evident from these
palmer
accounts that lives were irreversibly altered
interviewed

many

23
21

includes this account as an example of the sometimes tragic

results
at times

his selection of children
the mothers fought frantically to save them one of the
tragedies of the virgin river is centered in such an
occasion
the mother had seized her child that had
already been traded to the navajos and had fled into the
she was chased around for se
al days by
hills
walkers warriors and the purchasers ano was finally
trapped on thompsons point near virgin city a high
promontory that jutted out into the river
As the
indians rushed upon her she threw her child off the cliff
down into the swollen river and killed it
however female slaves among the navajos fared much
female slaves seldom
better than their male counterparts
worked harder than other women of the tribe and most of them
when walker had made

224

28

married before the age of twenty
there was no tribal
prejudice against such unions and the social status of a
slave woman so wedded became the same as that of any other
married woman in the tribe
but the male slaves were not afforded such status
25
21

according to palmer
they were always slaves and had to suffer every indignity
many were
that their masters cared to inflict
emasculated that they might be left in safety among the
women of the tribe while the warriors were away on their
fighting or hunting expeditions some had their tongues
cut out to prevent them from talking if they escaped
others had their ears cut off to mark their servile

status

so

26

male slaves among the navajos were destined to a

life

of

drudgery and servitude unless they escaped
mormons looked upon the slave trade as a repugnant and

devilish practice

they were forced to buy the
indian slaves because they wanted to preserve peace between
however

themselves and the local indians and they were unable to
stand by as slavers tortured and maimed indian slaves their
israelite brethren in their presence the result was an
unsteady peace between mormons and indians and a growing
problem among mormons because they detested buying indian

slaves

29
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CHAPTER 4
MORMON

legislation

AND THE

INDIAN SLAVE TRADE

walker and the mormons enjoyed a favorable relationship
during the first few years of their interaction after

receiving assistance through the difficult winter of 1849
peen and an older chief
50 walker his brother arapeen
Ara
araleen
Sow
sowiette
iette reciprocated by being baptized into the mormon
church on 13 march 1850
this action was followed by the
same three receiving the ordination of elder in the mormon
the relationship between
the indians and the mormons soon crumbled as brigham young
adopted measures to undermine the indian slave trade

church on

9

june 1850

2

however

3

utah became a territory in 1850 brigham young
became both governor and superintendent of indian affairs
on 13 may 1851 young advised the mormon people
when

lamanite indian children as fast
as they could and educate them and teach them the
gospel so that many generations would not pass
away ere they should become a white and
delightsome people
the lord could not have
devised a better plan than to have put us where we
1I knew
were in order to accomplish that thing
the indians would dwindle away but let a remnant
of the seed of joseph be saved
brigham young basically advised the mormon people to
purchase slaves in order to redeem them young like many
anglo american religious leaders of the period wanted to
0

to

buy up

4

33

the indians to a civilization and a religion
that he deemed as naturally superior young saw the slave
trade as a godsend to help his people accomplish their
goals
11

11convert
convert

later

in 1851

young and the mormons encountered a

group of mexican slave traders
this group described as a
group of spaniards
consisted of twenty eight persons who

left

in september of 1851 for the express purpose
of trading for slaves
before they left pedro leon
governor
a
from
slaving
and
obtained
the
license
new mexico

superintendent of indian affairs in new mexico james S
calhoun the license was dated 14 august 1851
another
license in the possession of the party dated 30 july 1851
authorized its holder whose name was not given to proceed
to the salt lake country in the territory of utah for the
purpose of trading with utah indians
the party sent six
or seven men to see governor young in order to show him
their license and if it was not good in utah then to get
another one whitney records that young was not in salt
whitney states
lake but was in san pete valley sic
governor
to
they
exhibited
here
the
their license and
informed him they wished to sell their horses and mules
to the utah indians and buy indian children to be
governor
young then informed them
new
mexico
to
taken
that their license did not authorize them to trade with
the indians in utah they then sought one from him
but he refused it for the reason that they wanted to
buy indian children for slaves
in another account daniel jones states that the
meeting between young and the slavers was in provo and that
5

6

34

young had a

jones also says that young
told him that the laws of the united states which then
extended over utah territory prohibited this business and
that it would be his duty to put a stop to the same
what law jones refers to is not stated but jones implies
that the treaty of guadalupe de hidalgo has changed the
law

read to them

7

former conditions under which slave trading had been

practiced

gowens

suggests that jones referred
frederick
not to the 1852 slave act but to another not mentioned
perhaps the law mentioned by jones is the same law or laws
mentioned in the deseret news editorial of november 15
8

9

1851

the traders returned to new mexico but because
pedro leon and others remained and attempted to trade for
indian slaves editor richards of the deseret news wrote an
some of

editorial that appeared in the deseret
that

1851

government

made a

firm case against the

particularly

james

S

news on november 15
new mexican

the governor and
for the issuance of the

calhoun

superintendent of indian affairs
slaving license to pedro leon and associates

richards

states
he has transcended the limits and authority of
his office he has violated his oath trampled upon the
constitution and laws of the united states and set at
0

defiance every righteous principle that binds together
again
the states and territories of our union
the purchase and removal of indian children from utah
territory to any other state or territory or the
removal of indian children from utah territory to any
other state or territory by any such means or process
as appears to have been contemplated by said me is
35

kidnapping in the eyes of the US laws an ought to be
treated so in any united states court
richards further expresses a view that the slave
1

were acting contrary to the law when they supplied

traders

navajo indians with arms and ammunition
individuals engaged in these activities

if

such

richards stressed
such individuals were guilty of treason against the united
states the editor then takes a positive stance toward
those mexicans spaniards and others who traded coffee
sugar and other goods however richards attacks those who
traded for slaves
and we further counsel that no person whatsoever be
guilty of trafficking in human blood or of selling
indians or indian children to be transported out of the
territoryu or from one part of the territory to
another

to
LR bailey attributes a similar message like richards
brigham young on the same date
the editorial or brigham youngs statement had little
12

effect

on

eight slave traders

who had

promised to leave but

did not one member of the group asserted that he would do
just as he pleased and to back up his boast declared he had
a band of four hundred mexicans on the sevier river awaiting
his command when told that he was breaking the law he
remarked

catching is before hanging

u

1113

thereafter officials arrested pedro leon and his
associates later during the winter of 1851 2 a manti
peace
justice
of
the
utah
tried them for slave trading
Zerub babel snow
subsequentlyf their case went before judge zerubbabel
subsequently
36

in the

first district

court judge

snow

decided against the

eight defendants because they violated the
punishment

however

was

their

law

light the judge sent the

defendants back to new mexico and ordered them to release
the indian slaves in their possession a squaw and eight
children
snows ruling basically stopped the mexicans from overt
14

trading with the utah indians jones records I never heard
of any successful attempts to buy children afterwards by the
mexicans
if done at all it was done secretly
it is
probable that the indians and mexicans continued to trade
slaves after snows ruling but only sparingly because of
possible punishment by utah courts but that slave trading
continued is evident from simpsons statement in 1859 that
the utes in particular bought and sold slaves to the
mexicans and other southern tribes
following the 1852 cases of pedro leon and associates
the utah territorial legislature with youngs approval
1

15

16

passed an act which made the sale of indians to mexicans
illegal but allowed the mormons to buy indian slaves the
reasons for the act as stated in the preamble was
manifold
first the legislature was explicit in its
assertion of self government the government of new mexico
mentioned as a culprit because it overstepped its authority
in the pedro leon case had ignored the fact that utah was
an autonomous

territory

by

stating this fact the
37

legislature

its own authority and
demanding that the new mexico officials understood that
had no authority in utah territory
was both

proclaiming

they

another important aspect in the preamble was the
assertion that both territories resided in what would
otherwise be indian land in fact
facet
factt the preamble implied
that the land was still indian by right
next the preamble described the history and the
depredations of the indian slave trade the preamble
depicted the treatment of the slaves as lamentable and
stressed the destructive influence of the slave trade on

civilization
thereforeef the
Therefor
enactment

first

preamble noted three reasons for

its

territory was located in the mist of
indian tribes which in turn necessitated
utah

indian lands and
second the whites
the interaction of whites and indians seconds
had a perceived parental duty toward the indian slaves based

principles of humanity and thirds
third a
combination of the prior reasons forced the people of the
ssr
territory
Congre
sst to remedy the problem for
territo ryf and therefore congress
a mutually beneficial result
the act itself provided that whenever any white person
secured a child he should go before the selectman or
upon common

probate judge of the county and make out an indenture which
provided that the apprenticeship should not exceed twenty
years if the white person was deemed suitable by the probate
38

judge of selectman the act aiso
also stated that the master
must send his ward to school at least three months each year
between the ages of seven and sixteen and that the

apprentice should

clothed in a comfortable and becoming
manner according to his masters condition in life
in light of todays liberties most people feel human
slavery is immoral some may feel that young was immoral in
urging his people to purchase slaves and that no christian
be

1

church should have ever

officially participated in

such a

practice however before judging young and the mormons
todays standards it is important to look at the
justifications set forth by young based upon the

by

circumstances

the
in

mormon

as set forth by a passage
the doctrine and covenants that the

church believed

its scriptures

constitution of the united states was divinely inspired
their twelfth article of faith states we believe in being
subject to kings presidents rulers and magistrates in
obeying honoring and sustaining the law
at that
time the constitution and the laws of the united states
upheld the institution of slavery after utah became a
territory of the united states mormons became subscribers
to the constitution and the laws of the united states and
their legislatures passed laws based on the constitution and
17

preamble and an act for the further relief of indian slaves
and prisoners and an act for the relief of indian slaves and
prisoners is cited in full in appendix 11
II
A

39

united states law this adherence to the constitution and
to law was evident in the preamble of the act concerning the
relief of indian slaves
further in an interview reported by horace greeley of
the new york tribune on 13 july 1859 greeley asked young
young
about the LDS churchs position on slavery
responded

consider it of divine institution and not to be
abolished until the curse pronounced on ham shall have
been removed from his descendants
slaver is a
1I could not afford to own
curse to its masters
1I can do better than subject myself to an
them
obligation to feed and clothe their families to
provide and care for them in sickness and health utah
is not adapted to slave labor
young of course was referring to the issue of negro
slavery not indian slavery however he supported the
principle of slavery because the constitution upheld it
ls report it can be inferred that young did not
greeleyls
from Gree
greeleys
greelegs
Greeley
leys
personally approve of slavery in his household or in the
territory because of its expense and his view that slavery
was a curse for both the slaves and their owners
later
we

0

19

during the civil war utah as a union territory with
youngs approval abolished slavery with the rest of the
union states and its territories
however young in supporting the buying of indian
slaves had other intentions than following an established

precedent

legislature

in his message to the utah territorial
in support of an act for the further relief of
40

indian slaves and prisoners

on 10

january 1852

young

states
is unnecessary perhaps for me to indicate
it
true policy for utah in regard to slavery

the
when human flesh is to be dealt as property
is not consistent or compatible with the true
it
principles of government my own feelings are
that no property can or should be recognized as
existing in slaves either indian or african
again it is clear that young personally did not approve of
slavery later in his address he clarified his reasons for
recommending the 1852 slave

act

no person can purchase them indians without
their becoming as free so far as natural rights
are concerned as persons of any color under the
present law and degraded situation of the indian
race so long as the practice of gambling away

selling

and other wise disposing off

their
children as also sacrificing prisoners occurs
among them it seems indeed that any transfer
would be to them a relief and a benefit
this may be said to present a new feature in the
is essentially
traffic of human beings
it
purchasing them into a freedom instead of slavery
but it is not the low servile drudgery of mexican
slavery to which 1I would doom them not to be
raised among beings scarcely superior to
themselves but where they could find that
considerations pertaining not only to civilized
but humane and benevolent society

young continues

life
redeemed

this

child
from the thralldom of savage barbarity
and placed upon an equal footing with the more
favored points of the human race so shall the
benevolence of the human heart be called into
action to promote the improvement of the down
so shall the condition of the
trodden race
poor forlorn destitute ignorant savage or
african as the case may be becomes ameliorated
and a foundation laid for their advancement in the

many a

by

means

41

is saved

many a

scale of useful exalting existence
thus
will a people be redeemed from servile bondage
brigham young also wanted to help the indians to become
floyd A oneil and stanford J layton in
self sufficient
their article of pride and politics brigham young as
indian superintendent state
young placed considerable emphasis on practical
education especially in the domestic and agricultural
arts as important facets of redemption from this
emerged the wide spread policy of adopting indian
children into their homes and of experimenting with
indian farms
young
mormons
and
and
layton
conclude
the
that
oneil
tied the idea of redemption to factors that militated
against success first the mormons wanted to press forward
second there was an
with their colonization process
inevitable gulf between the rhetoric of leadership and the
natural inclination of mormonisms rank and file not all
mormons believed that indians could be redeemed or that
effort ought to be expended in that direction third the
mormon culture was clearly superior to the native american
culture therefore redemption meant anglo
americanization
upon
brigham
and
based
conclusion
laytons
is
oneil
youngs policies as indian superintendent still the
authors address some of youngs intentions in dealing with
the indians in general and their ideas serve as a broad
2

2

21

2

young

a
great deal
important
to
is
cite
it
to understand his justifications
42

from brigham

backdrop for youngs intentions in supporting indian slavery
mormons
Mor mons
the cormons
therefore youngs intentions for supporting indian
slavery among the mormons can be summarized by the following
points 1 because of the present condition of indian slave
among

trading in utah it was in the best interests of the indians
being sold to have mormon masters rather than mexican
2
3
under united states law slavery was legal
masters
with mormon masters the indians would be freer they would
have a better opportunity to become civilized young and the
mormons made

the same mistake shared by most european

peoples that the indian was inferior in culture therefore
4
they needed to adopt their culture or mormon culture
mormon goals of further colonization would be enhanced and
5
indian slavery would promote the mormon religious goal
of converting the indians to mormonism
31

the territorial legislature approved the slave act on
january 1852 congresss approval followed on 7 march

1852

territorial act

devastating to many indians
benefitfced
such as walker who previously had bene
benefitted
fitted from
involvement in the slave trade on losing the lucrative
slave trade with the mexicans the indian slave traders were
filled with resentment from an account jones related of
peen it is clear that the slave act was
Ara
walkers brother arapeen
araleen
effective in its purpose to stop the mexican slave trade
the

was

43

but that it also inaugurated a new wave of hostilities
cormons
Mor mons
toward the mormons
next year when they came up and camped on the
provo bench they had some children for sale
they offered them to the mormons who declined
agrapine
buying
arapine became enraged saying the
mormons had stopped the mexicans from buying these
children they had no right to do so unless they
bought them themselves
several of us were
present when he took one of these children by the
heels and dashed its brains out on the hard
ground after which he threw the body towards us
telling us we had no hearts or we would have
bought it and saved its life
this was a strange
argument but it was the argument of an enraged
savage
2

also according to whitney the original ruling against
pedro leon and the slave traders was thought to be a warning
to the mexican slave traders however some of the slave
traders felt revengeful and went to work stirring up the
savages against the utah settlers
this continued
problem pressed young to issue a proclamation that dealt
2

with the mexican and indians
young directed his proclamation toward certain mexicans
who were supplying indians with guns and ammunition actions

that were contrary to territorial and united states law in
his proclamation young ordered a small militia consisting

thirty
strolling

to arrest and keep in close custody every
mexican party and those associating with them
and other suspicious persons or parties that they may
additionally young warned the settlers in
encounter

of

men

1124
24

44

the territory to remain in
preparedness

a

constant state of

3

thus the indians who relied on the slave trade for
cormons
Mor mons
their livelihood began to turn hostile toward the mormons
especially toward those mormons who refused to buy their
captives As in other instances in indian history the utah
indians had become too dependent upon the outside culture
for a great amount of their subsistence walker and his
band could no longer live their customary lifestyles due to
the dramatic decrease of the slave trade with the mexicans
cormons
Mor mons the
and the now sporadic slave trade with the mormons
restriction of the slave trade also contributed to the
beginning of the walker war in july 1853 howard christy
concludes that the restriction of slave trade added to
cormons
Mor mons resulted in the
other indian grievances against the mormons
another source kate carter also links the
walker war
slave trade to the walker war
for some time before the walker indian war broke
out walker and his chieftains were surly and
angry because of the position taken by the
pioneers in regard to slavery and waited for some
pretext to attack the settlers oft times the
mexicans would supply the indians with firearms
and ammunition in exchange for the women and
children and these weapons were used against the
pioneers in the walker war
therefore indian mormon relations soured because the
slave act failed to satisfy many indians instead of easing
205

226

youngs
3youngs full proclamation of

appendix 111
III
ili

23

45

april

1853

can be found in

tensions between mormons and indians
springboard for conflict
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the act became

a
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CHAPTER 5
THE MORMON ADOPTION PROGRAM

not

all

refused to buy indian slaves
in fact many mormons followed the advice of brigham young
they bought indian slaves and adopted them aware of the
however

mormons

harsh treatment meted out to many of the indians captured
and sold some mormons felt by purchasing them they were
liberating the indians from an otherwise tragic life the
manuscript journals of isaac C haight tell how an indian
captive was put to death to appease an angry god who was

afflicting the children

of a tribe with measles

ho in his writings about fremonts last expedition
carvolho
carvelho
Carvol
records another example of cruelty to indian captives
when 1I returned to walkers camp 1I saw a crowd
around the governors brigham young wagon 1I
approached and found that his excellency had just
concluded the purchase from the utahs of two
children about two or three years of age they
were prisoners and infants of the snake indians
with whom the utahs were at war when the
governor saw these deplorable objects they were
on the open digging with their little fingers for
grass nuts or any roots to afford sustenance
grassnuts
they were almost living skeletons they were
usually treated in this way that is literally
starved to death by their captors governor young
intended to have them sent to salt lake city and
have them cared for and educated like his own
children 1I never saw a more piteous sight than
those two naked infants in bitter cold weather on
the open snow reduced by starvation to the verge
of the grave no not the grave for if they had
49

died they would have been thrown on the common for
the wolves to devour
not only did many mormons want to eradicate the human
an slaves but they also felt a keen
suffering among the ind
indian
sense of religious duty mormon leaders connected the
indian adoption program to christian duty in many of their
2

for example in an on 13 july 1855 elder E T
benson stresses that christ wanted the people to be one in
sermons

mind and purpose because he

felt

is our duty
it
these natives

brethren and sisters to work and bring
indians to an understanding of the
principles of civilization to teach them to till the
earth and earn their bread by the sweat of their
brows and if they are needy and ask us we should feed
we have
them and at all times be an example to them
not been as faithful as we ought to have been in many
of these things
3

in the same speech benson enumerates another
mormon justification for buying and adopting indian
children that of redemption for a fallen race or in other
however

words to

benson

anglo americanize them in a

mormon

fashion

states

indian boy and girl and certainly
little
my
repugnant
to
feelings to have to put up
is
it
with their dirty practices but 1I have passed a
1I

have a

great many of these things by and this 1I have
done because 1I knew what our duties were
in a
short season we shall be rewarded for all that we
do to civilize this lost and fallen race
the
mind
boy
soon
bright
be
quite
his
will
is
little
becoming clear and perceptive and if he sees a
horse a man or any other object he will always
remember them
true he yet has some of his
indian traits and 1I presume it will be some time
before they are all erased from his memory
4

50

therefore

some mormons made

it

a

point to secure

all the

indians they could in order to fulfill their supposed
religious duty as well as to civilize or assimilate the
adopted indians into the anglo american culture
As already noted brigham young and therefore the
mormon leadership had a unique vision concerning adopted
indian children and their future brooks records an account
of john beal who on 1 february 1859 adopted an indian boy
samuel
beal attempted to implement youngs vision
to teach and instruct the said samuel as an
apprentice or otherwise cause him to be well and
sufficiently instructed and taught the trade of farming
after the best way and manner that he can and to
apprentice
apprintice
sic by sending him to school
printice
instruct said ap
three months in the year of each year while said
ap
apprentice
apprintice
is between the age of seven and sixteen and
printice
also to train him to the habits of obedience industry
and morality and to allow him meat drink washing
lodging and apparel for winter and summer and all
other necessaries proper for such an apprentice during
the term of foresaid and at the expiration of said
term
to give unto the said apprentice a new
bible book of mormon and two new suits of clothing
suitable to his conditions
another noteworthy example of a pioneer who implemented
youngs policy is jacob hamblin a prominent mormon pioneer
in southern utah many accounts state that hamblin adopted
a number of indian children and raised them as his own
george armstrong an indian agent states in a letter to
mr hamblin who resides at fort clara has
brigham young
armstrong further explained
four apparent pied children
that the children were learning home skills and that they
all spoke english fluently
5

16

7
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mormons

also bought and adopted indians for practical
reasons
indian slaves after they were adopted helped
mormons to convert the desert land of utah to productive
as well as to help mormon mothers raise
cormons
Mor mons and
indians could be very helpful to the mormons

farms and ranches

children
local indians regularly assisted them with their work joel
H
johnson writes
1I employ several piede indians to assist in
tending the herd and doing chores about the house
which 1I find as faithful to their trust as any
when employed and fed by the
white man
whites they are a great help to the farmers for
many of them will do as much work as most any
they are a great benefit
white man in a day
to me in herding clearing land putting in and
securing crops etc
because of the economic benefit it became a great benefit
for any aspiring farmer or rancher to buy and adopt an
indian slave also an indian slave could be helpful in the
home
samuel knight and his wife adopted jane knight
because sister knights health was very poor and she had
quite a family they took the little indian girl so that
she could help her with the work and to care for the
children
that adopted indians were valuable assistants for the
mormons is verified by the following notice in the september
18 1852 issue of the deseret news
18f
ran away from this subscriber an indian boy
about twelve years old speaks a little english
anyone giving information where said boy may be
found or returning him to me shall be liberally
christopher merkley 19th ward
rewarded
9

O
10
0

52

evidence from the indian slave act also supports the
conclusion that mormons bene
benefitted
fitted when they bought and
adopted an indian slave section one of the indian slave

it shall

act states

his or their duty the purchaser
to bind out
oul the same by indenture for the term of not
exceeding twenty years at the discretion of the judge or

select
A

men

be

n

complete

list

of

all

of the indian slaves adopted by

the mormons does not exist however there are some
accounts of these adopted indians and their lives this
research compiles and documents eighty two indians who were
taken into the homes of mormon families through the slave
trade most initial accounts are from historical sources

sources that mention the adopted indians because of some
type of prominence since most accounts are me
memorates
morates
these adopted indians either lived to maturity or were
some accounts are filled with
remembered for some act

detail while others briefly mention a name or child these
accounts reveal some basic characteristics of indian
cormons
Mor mons characteristics that describe
children adopted by mormons
some aspects of their lives
brooks reports that

A

surprising

number of

indian

children in white hands died in childhood or early
adolescence they seemed to have had little resistance to
white mans diseases especially measles
this research
does not confirm brookss assumption that many of the indian
12

53

children died from disease and illness at a young age
niether does is disprove her assumption however it does
show that many adopted indians grew to adulthood
that some
adopted indians died in childhood is clear however
sylvia
cox adopted by elviria M cox died at a young age during
an epidemic from measles

of erastus and artemisia

and micky snow
snow

adopted daughter

died of lung fever

13

brooks

also notes that TD brown who secured five indian
children saw three of them die before the end of a year
therefore a total of five adopted indians from a sample
group of sixty six adopted indians with known ages of death
died from disease and illness in childhood or early
7.5
adolescence that only 75
75 percent of the sample group died
from disease or illness in childhood or early adolescence
shows that further research is necessary to either confirm
or disprove brookss claim
some adopted indians died at a young age from
accidents ellen hamblin died after stepping on a jagged
chaparral stick which had been used to kill a tarantula and
soldiers shot lemuel hunsaker during an indian conflict
because they thought the boy was stealing one of their
also indians murdered one adopted child at a
horses
14

15

young age

16

these causes of death from the sample of known deaths
added to the other premature deaths among the adopted
indians brings the overall percentage of adopted indians
54

died at a young age to 12 percent a percent that is not
a high percentage
however a high percentage of this

who

fifty eight

sample lived to adulthood

adopted indians or

percent lived to adulthood
of these adopted indians who reached adulthood eleven
are known to have died before the age of thirty ammon
draper died after falling off a horse rhoda barker from
tuberculosis sally henrie curtis during childbirth and
88

mary mountain from consumption

badge heywood

and matilda judd

lamoni judd

illness or

albert hamblin omar
borim spilsbury lehi west
zadie hunter lorim

unknown

causes

17

all died

from

unspecified

18

of the indians documented died in middle age
of
sample five died between ages thirty fifty
indian
some

this

at age forty nine cora keate
tum
erous growth
tumerous
hartman died during an operation for a numerous
minnie burgess hartman who had three prior children died
in childbirth at age thirty one and alma shock brown and
his wife betsy peacock brown died from an unspecified
illness alma at age forty seven and betsy around the same
dick nebeker

age

was murdered

i19
9

other adopted indians lived full lives research shows
that sixteen indians lived to old age or over fifty years
one of the better documented cases was rose daniels who
complete list of adopted indians in this
can be found in appendix IV
A
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researchs

sample

lived to

be one hundred and

three

stolen from her own
people by the navajo rose remained a slave until aaron
daniels bought her later rose married daniels and bore
four chi
children
idren As an adopted member of the ute tribe rose
received land on the reservation during her years on the
reservation she was known to be a country doctor and at
the age of ninety she helped develop a rugged type of lima
bean that could be successfully grown in the short dry
seasons of utah wyoming and south dakota
another adopted indian who lived to an old age of
seventy five was david lemmon according to brooks lemmon
20

for his healing powers
when there was sickness and he was called in to
administer the patient always seemed to recover at
white neighbors come to have such faith in him
last his was
always sent for in trouble in fact he
that he
often went a whole days journey to bless the sick
historical accounts of adopted indian deaths vary in
detail and length some historians recording a death as a
casual aside while others prefacing the death with a
description of the indians
indiana life in the 1929 april edition
palmer
quarterly
of utah historical Quar
william
records little
quarterl
quartell
teri
terl
about a respected young indian omar badge heywood except
his death
omar was a splendid character much beloved an
elder in the mormon faith and his death was
mourned by the entire community he died about the
age of twenty years and was the fourth person
21
22
buried in the harmony cemetery

was known

221

0
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but other accounts such as cora hunter harriss first
describes the adopted indians life and then ends the
account in a sentimental way
never very robust zadie grew weaker and weaker as
the years went by and at the age of twenty six she
passed away her burial clothes were richly
trimmed with lace and ribbons as she had so wanted
them to be
zadie was always mourned by her
remembered
to
her
foster mother who affectionately
23
her grandchildren

possibly the most bizarre account of a death of an
adopted child concerns an indian girl in monticello utah
one cold stormy morning in late winter wilmer bronson found
a little half frozen and nearly starved girl who apparently
had been left to die
since there were no indian camps
nearby bronson took the four year
oid girl to monticello
old
yearold
and the edward hyde home
the indian girl remained with the
hydes for several weeks before the hydes learned why the
child was left to die according to old wash a petty chief
of the nearby indians the childs mother had been bewitched
and by custom killed
the indians believed the child had
inherited her mothers spirit and had purposely abandoned
her to die wash explained that the tribe would not be at
peace until the child died and advised the hydes to turn the
child over to the indians horrified by this demand the
hydes refused to relinquish the child
however a few
months later while the child stayed with a sister baker
the indians forcibly took the indian child later wash
told the hydes about the girls tragic death after
57

abducting the child from sister baker the indians threw her
over a high cliff and each man sent a deadly shot into the
as
body
space
out
through
hurtled
before falling
it
little
to its final destruction
other noted causes of death among adopted indians who
4

reached adulthood ranged from illnesses such as lucy meeks
who died from consumption julie markham perry who died of

malaria fever and a girl adopted by sister mcclellan who
to adopted indians who died from
died of pneumonia
unspecified illnesses jane knight and christian nielson
research also reveals other characteristics of the
mormons
how
adopted Indian
bought or
including
lives
indianss
ss
indians
found them the primary regions of the state where this
trade occurred and some tribes from which they originated
As previously mentioned the slave trade was a
profitable business for the slave traders the mormons
money
and
with
stock
bartered for the ind
indicia
laa
textiles
lla
la6
grain however since money was in short supply mormons
usually traded for indian slaves using common barter goods
such as flour wheat blankets sheep cattle and horses
perregrino
william draper acquired ammon draper for a beef perregrine
Perre grine
and david sessions offered an old grandmother a pony
saddle blanket and a little flour for jim the indian
sessions and joseph black traded a sack of flour for mary
25
21

26

thompson

27
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often as already mentioned in this study the indian
cormons
Mor mons
children were taken in warfare and then sold to the mormons
another example was rhoda barkers experience
during the fifties some of the ute indians who
lived in and around ogden part of each year went
to battle against another tribe in the skirmish
a pahute
kahute indian squaw and her nine month old
papoose rhoda barker were taken prisoners
the
squaw made her escape and joined her own people
but the papoose was purchased from the indians by
ann blythe barker
the wife of david moore
for a pair of blankets and some flour
mormons
money
some
bought
indian
with
children
still
james T brown bought alma shock brown for 2500
25.00
2500 and
melancthon W and margaret J mcintire burgess bought minnie
50.00
burgess hartman for 5000
5000
indians also gave the mormons indian children zenos
W
hill said that As a papoose of seven months he was
given by his parents to mrs hill who took the indian
boy
harriet hamiltons parents also gave her to her
foster parents
in 1848 a band of plute indians came to manti
they were
from the southern part of the state
very poor and hungry an indian couple of the
tribe came to the home of brother hamilton they
they
had a little girl papoose one month old
gave her to the hamiltons because they were kind
to the indians
A few mormons found their adopted children
Ei
elnathan
nathan
eldredge found mary mountain alone after an indian skirmish
and took her home and as already mentioned wilmer bronson
29

30

31

found a

girl

and took her to the hyde home

morley writes of

sally henrie

32

callie

and how she was found
59

0

mary and myra elizabeth henrie
daniel and amanda henrie were

daughters of
gleaning wheat in
the field near manti when they were startled to
hear the sound of a babys cry near them they
followed the sound to an irrigation ditch along
whose banks thick clover was growing
there in
the ditch lay a newborn ute indian baby girl on
the damp sand
the henrie family decided to
own and they named
as
rear the little
girl
their
33
her sally
the primary areas of the slave trade between the
mormons and the slave traders seemed to be either the manti
carowan area
ephraim area or the st george parowan
although not

all

young

of the accounts mention a specific area

sixty seven

do

information from the accounts show eleven adopted indians
lived in the manti ephraim area ten adopted indians lived
carowan area and thirty two adopted indians lived in
in the parowan
the st george area other indian adoption areas include
brigham city ogden farmington salt lake city
grantsville
Grants ville heber city spanish fork price fillmore
cedar city monticello all in utah and oakley in idaho
from this data it is clear that the primary concentrations
of adopted indians were either in the manti ephraim area or
parowan
george
carowan area but also that the mormons
the st
adopted indians throughout utah
few of the accounts specifically ment
mentione
mantione
ione an original
tribal affiliation of the few that do seven of twelve
were plute
other adopted indians came from the navajo
shoshone and ute tribes
this data does not differ from
previous conclusions by such historians as snow farnham
and jone
31
34
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once adopted

the indians faced the challenges of
coping with a different culture as a distinct minority

research

that

indians assimilated themselves into
the dominant white culture betterthan
better than others however all
faced challenges
one challenge adopted indians faced was their status in
their adopted families were they just indentured
sof or were they equal members of their adopted
servantssoi
servant
families many adopted indians probably felt like servants
rather than members of a family to cope with this
challenge some indians simply left their adopted homes
returning to their own people or moving to a different

location

shows

some

nellie judd after

she was a young

woman

carefully took her clean clothes from the washing
on the line
rolled them into a tight bundle and placed
linerolled
them in the window
the next morning she was gone
apparently with a and of her own people who were

passing through
moroni forsythe and samuel arthur both left their adopted
homes as young men at nineteen and seventeen respectively
36
greatly disturbing their adopted parents
adopted indians also faced challenges surrounding
prevailing
prevaling
aling circumstances
inter racial marriages due to prev
interracial
some young adult adopted indians faced racial prejudice when
inter racial marriage was an issue most adopted indians
wanted to marry whites but many whites were not ready for
their children to marry an indian one account of the
prejudice adopted indians faced is that of jim sessions jim
35
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seemed to be

culturally accepted

with wilford woodruff

he

frequently went hunting

president of the

mormon

church
jims talents were many he was an avid sportsman as well as
an excellent carpenter yet he was unable to marry a white

girl

giris felt that they would like jim for a
several girls
jim took it all in good
husband but parents intervened
part expressing himself as being as good as they were but it
later in his life jim married a white
didnt matter
woman but the example still implies that some adopted
indians faced racial prejudice when inter racial marriage
was an issue
other examples of adopted indians who might have had
difficulty marrying because of racial prejudice were ann
hamilton brooks and mary thompson it is not known exactly
why these two women did not marry for they seemed to be
well known in their circles of influence and on the
she
surface culturally accepted of ann brooks states
speaks with a cultured accent and is a delightful person to
know
she spends a great deal of her time in the mormon
temple and has done some work there for her own people
of mary jennie T johnson and ethel thompson lewis write
mary was a born aristocrat it is a fair conclusion that
her life was one of
her mother was a wife of a chief
39
service and devotion to those who had befriended her
women
never married
indian
these
still
g gris
&rls

37

38
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perhaps the primary reason indians like ann and mary
did not marry was the fact they were indians not all
mormons accepted the adopted indians as equals
some
adopted indians had the opportunity to marry but their white

parents either dissuaded them or their suitors for
example an indian girl daughter of sister mcclellan
had
a chance to marry a white man as his fourth wife but the
parents thought she could do better
and tony
40

hash after graduating
Tillo
tillohash
tillahash

from

carlisle

went to the

heaton his adopted home home hoping to marry one of the
girls for whom he had had a great affection all his life
not only the girl but the parents discouraged his suit

advising

him

to marry

among

his

own

people

41
1641
1141

excellent illustration of being caught between the
two worlds of the white and indian was mary mountains
experience indian braves came courting mary mountain but
she would have nothing to do with them
she preferred her
an

white environment and home then the white men came
courting but father eldredge advised them against taking an

indian maiden for a wife
to get around the two worlds some adopted indian
women had children without the benefit of marriage
susie
pulsipher had three children harvey renie and nina but
soon after the birth of her second child
never married
susie was called before the local church authorities to
answer for her sins
42

63

right to children

she told them
1I cannot
courageously no white man will marry me
live with the indians but 1I can have children and 1I
will support the children that 1I have 1I will ask no
1I have them because 1I want
one else to support them
143
god
meant that a woman should have children
them
1

I have a

after susies defense the locals

seemed to accept

susie but

another adopted indian lucy meeks did not fare as well as
susie after giving birth to an illegitimate daughter and

after the supposed white father
disgrace and

a

committed suicide

public confession

lucy became

ill

she faced
and died

short time thereafter
men especially had a difficult time finding suitable
partners for marriage many never married brooks lists
a

44

the following examples of men who did not marry angus M
cannon adopted a boy alma amos G thorton also had one whom
he called alma george wood raised one leo john haws of

glendale one frank moroni spilsbury of toquerville one
1 I
none of these ever married
brooks continues
lorren
though all lived to maturity and the two latter to old age
all were known as expert cattlemen and horsemen all mixed
with the white freely but none could secure a white wife or
would accept an indian girl
however some of the indian children who grew to
maturity did intermarry with whites brooks comments on one
indian girl named janet a girl brought up by prime coleman
who later married james gark
clark
dark the couple had seven
children the descendants are now quite numerous and move on
an equality with their neighbors
other examples of
5

46

47

64

intermarriage compiled

by brooks

surprising bitterness

and emphasis

include minnie burgess who
married albert hartman their union producing four children
janet who married a polygamist dudley leavitt having
eleven children rhoda carpenter who married a spanish war
veteran and had six children and cora keate who married
48
albert hartman after minnies death
one of the most controversial inter racial marriages
many of the family resent that
involved jacob hamblin
hamblin had an indian wife even the suggestion with
brooks wrote in 1944

but her research showed that hamblin probably married eliza
49
an adopted indian girl in his household
the tradition
that hamblin did not marry eliza continues in the hamblin

family

other records however indicate that hamblin
married eliza on 14 february 1863 in the endowment house
located in salt lake city it is also clear that one of
hamblins adopted indian daughters susan grew to maturity
2

51
50

and married a white man

51

there were other indian
documented by brooks

women who

married white

men

not

but included in other historical
martha johnston married an irishman

accounts and records
jim brown and ruth call married james davids a young
soldier who had served with johnstons army davids joined

during
curing this researchs preliminary presentation in march
1991 a member of the hamblin family therein present confirmed the
fact that family tradition continues to affirm that the marriage

did not take place

65

the

church and the couple reared seven of their ten
52
children to maturity julie markham married a man of
spanish descent named frank perry or frank para and had one
mormon

ann ida rice
child before she died of malaria fever
married a veteran of the civil war francis wilcox he died
in 1915 leaving ann with their four daughters and five
pernetta murdock married her adopted father john
sons
53

544

as already mentioned rose daniels
55
married her adopted father aaron daniels
sally henrie
heber murdock

and

married rastus curtis of moroni when she was seventeen or
eighteen harriet hamilton married william myron bemus a

lavina nielson married a white man
56
before leaving manti and ellen S lee daughter of john
D
lee married john wesley clark
dark in st george
on a few occasions indian men married white women
two
examples are david lemmon who married caroline nielson and
christian nielson who married a white girl named annie
lemmon was a large and well formed man weighing in his youth
nearly two hundred pounds an avid athlete lemmon
regularly challenged the white boys to wrestle or race
either on foot or on horseback he also learned to play the
violin a talent he shared often in the communities of
southern utah married in the LDS st george temple lemmon
and nielsen had six children
christian nielson assisted
his father who owned one of the finest flour mills in
white

man

of manti

and

557

58

66

built

comfortable home near his fathers
place and raised a family of children
other incidents of a male indian marrying a white woman
involved frank warner james sessions and zenos hill
warner married edna davis of paradise cache county and
manti

and

him a

5

later after her death in
from vermont

60

married an

1919

educated lady

sessions married alice palmer

in the logan temple
hickon 20 june 1875
1875

61

hill

on 31 may

married emila minnie

62

indians married within their own race
alma shock brown married betsy peacock a woman who had also
been adopted
their marriage resulted in three children
who according to one citation
were loved by the entire
63
community
sally young kanosh an indian girl adopted
by one of brigham youngs wives married the well known
some adopted

a chief of the pauvant
sauvant

chief kanosh

albert hanks married ruth

tribe near fillmore

64

lehi west married edna
bayless mormons adopted all four individuals as children
and raised them in their homes
nellie judd married big
jim an indian from her tribe tony tillahash
Tillo hash after his
tillohash
Hea
tons returned to his own people and
rejection by the heytons
heatons
married an indian woman susie Pul
pulsiphers
siphers sister married an
wimmer and

61
65

66

man
kan
woman
indian named jim indian joe severe married an indian wo
from his tribe and matilda and lamoni judd were married

vicariously

17
67

67

basic conclusions can be
made
of those fifty eight adopted indians who grew to
maturity thirty five married of those thirty five
twenty two adopted indians married white spouses seventeen
female and five male adopted indians thirteen adopted
indians married other indians seven female and six male
this data suggests that it was easier for the female adopted
indians to marry into the dominant white culture than it was
for the male adopted indians this conclusion is further
supported by data that shows twelve male indians and nine
female indians did not marry with two indians not marrying
from these examples

some

sex unknown

racial prejudice

between the white and indian

strong enough that some whites frowned on
inter racial marriages but marriages between white men and
indian women occurred more frequently than marriages between
white women and indian men one probable reason for this
discrepancy can be traced to instructions brigham young and
the mormon church gave to mormon missionaries who labored
1
young
among the indians
wrote
I have
to jacob hamblin
written to br E snow in relation to marrying moqui girls
informing him that the brethren were at liberty to do
68
so
another example encouraging interracial
inter racial marriage
is in the journal of joseph fish
apostles snow and brigham young jr arrived in our camp
at about 5 pm they held meeting with us speaking
upon missionary labors among the Lama
lamanites
nites bro snow
thought that the missionaries should go and stay among

apparently

was

1168

68

the Lama
lamanites
nites and teach 69them and bring them along
if necessary marry them
in the
men and

mormon

indian

and

culture inter racial marriage between white
precedent sanctioned by church
such precedent regarding indian men

women had a

authority but

no

marrying white

women had

set
culture based itself
been

further the mormon
structure headed by the male

when a

white

upon a family

woman

or

man

married an indian he or she married into an inferior
race however a white male who married an indian was far
better off than a white woman who married an indian because
at least according to the dominate culture the white man

direct the family A white woman who married an
indian had less control than her male counterpart people
thought she would follow her husband into the horrible and

would

thus adopted indian women
could assimilate themselves into the dominant white culture
easier than their male counterparts because culturally an
inter racial marriage between a female indian and white male
was more acceptable than an inter racial marriage between
heathen ways of the red

a male

man

indian and white female

research also shows that thirteen adopted indians
married other indians six indian men and seven indian
women and that twelve indian men and nine indian women that
reached adulthood never married although this research
cites twenty two individuals who broke the color line and
thirty four
married into the dominant culture another thirtyfour
69

ad unmarried or married among
remained
indians either remainsf
themselves
that just over half of the documented cases
either married among themselves or did not marry might
support the following claim that many adopted indians both
female and male were not fully assimilatedinto
assimilated
into the
assimilatedinto

dominant culture
even though many adopted indians were not

fully

assimilated into the white culture most accounts of these
adopted indians written by white historians were written
in a complementary way fourteen historical accounts
specifically mention that adopted indians gained a common
education the most prominent case has already been
mentioned tony tillohash
hash a graduate from the indian school
Tillo
tillahash
at carlisle other illustrations of adopted indians who
gained an education include minnie burgess who was sent to
school where she learned to read and write frank warner
received a common school education showing marked
ability in penmanship and zenos hill who had fourteen
years of schooling including three terms at brigham young

who

university

70

these accounts also suggest that the adopted indians
contributed to their respective communities dr kackley of
soda springs idaho paid ruth call this compliment
in
case of pneumonia and the caring of babies aunt ruth is as
good as any doctor
and the people of manti often said
alma shock brown had saved the town from an indian attack by
71

70

alerting

raid

them of the

72

zenos

W

hill

gained

recognition during the black hawk war as a scout obtaining
the bronze medal and red ribbon given to veterans of the
war
war73 and sally kanosh attempted to teach the indians to
planes
piane through missionary efforts
live on a higher plane
that
73

74

these achievements were recognized by the predominantly
white historians who necessarily reflected the mormon
culture adds even more luster to their accomplishments
many of the accounts suggest some common personality
traits among the adopted indians often the accounts said
the indian women possessed excellent homemaking skills for
example ruth call was considered an unusually good cook
and harriet hamilton was
and her home was immaculate
known throughout the city for her immaculate
housekeeping
adopted indian women also were
characteristically charitable and generous jane knight
spent a great deal of her life caring for children or those
75

71
76

with poor health

777

as did mary thompson

when mr

stricken with cancer mary helped to care for
him
in those early days cloth was very scarce and mary
patiently washed all the bandages that were used in the care
mary also cared for her adopted
of the cruel sores
mother mary hansen thompson when she was ill and raised
one of her foster brothers children until he contracted
diphtheria and died
thompson was

1178
78

79

71

adopted indian men were known to be hard workers as
well as dedicated religious men frank warner helped build
the short line railroad from granger utah to pocatello
and served

idaho

three

missions

mormon

among

the

ammon draper was religious honest and
indians
1 al
and david lemmon although he had no formal
industrious
education learned to read the bible and a great portion of
his later years was spent in studying the standard works of
0

I

the church
research also shows name patterns among the adopted
indians along with the common white names of the period
many adopted indians received names peculiar to the mormon
culture nine of the eighty one adopted indians in this
it 82

sample received names taken from the book of mormon
names

included alma

samuel

and zenos

ammon

lamoni

these

lehi lemuel moroni

833

brooks stresses that the few indians

who grew up among

social problems she notes that the
children differed from their predominantly anglo american
counterparts and therefore felt like outcasts
additionally this research shows that some outcasts
feared their own people the account of zadie hunter
specifically mentions her fear of indians
during her childhood zadie was somewhat afraid of
her own people and when a brother came to visit
her she asked the hunters never to leave her
alone with him for she feared the indians might
the mormons faced

some

claim and take her away

85

72

indian children also suffered from prejudiced comments
from their playmates or adults comments that continued to
underscore their differences cora harris records
once mrs hunter overheard a remark made by some
of the relief society officers
let martha
lets
take this ironing since she has the indian girl
she took the ironing but she felt sad that anyone
thought of zadie as a servant for she had her
place in the family and was treated as one of
them

one challenge

that

was

either

overcome or ignored by

adopted indians was the in between state of being an indian
but not being an indian brooks feels that the adopted
indians developed a sense of insecurity from this
no
however
since
situation87
diaries of adopted indians
situation
are known to exist and the few interviews in circulation donot mention many challenges this study cannot confirm
brookss claim to accurately learn of further challenges
and problems personal diaries or journals of adopted
87

indians must be found
adopted indians also suffered governmental prejudice
they were not naturalized citizens and they could not vote
indians could be taxed but it is not clear if they could
88
hold property but it is assumed that they could not

73
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CHAPTER 6

RELIGIOUS

assimilation

AMONG THE ADOPTED

INDIANS

adopted indians in utah territory faced a culture
one aspect therefore
dominated by the mormon religion

of

the acculturation process was the degree to which the
adopted indians adopted mormonism as a religion many of
the accounts about these adopted indians come from histories
compiled by the daughter of utah pioneers and other mormon
sources these accounts are usually very positive toward
the indians and portray the indians as loved and accepted
individuals in the community however to better judge the
degree of assimilation into the mormon community it is
necessary to look at mormon ecclesiastical records to
determine the extent of indian involvement in mormon
ordinances of baptism and confirmation temple endowment
temple marriage sealing and temple child to parent sealing

in

mormon

theology

remain very important

baptism and confirmation are and

doctrine all
persons need the ordinance of baptism for salvation or in
mormon terms exaltation
according to james E talmage
according to

mormon

1

for an explanation of the mormon concepts of salvation and
study of the articles of faith
exaltation see james E talmage A stud
52nd ed
the church of jesus christ of latter day
salt lake4 city
mormon doctrine 2nd
74 95 bruce R mcconkie mormon
saints 1976 ch
79

baptism ranks as the third principle and the
essential ordinance of the gospel baptism is
firstgateway
leading into the fold of christ the portal
the
to the church the established rite of naturalization
in the kingdom of god
talmage further linked the ordinance of confirmation to
a

fist

baptism

which

results in the remission of sins

2

baptism also took on an added meaning during the 1850s
especially during the mormon reformation of 1856 7 during
this time all lay members were expected to follow the
example of

ecclesiastical leaders

and be re
rebaptized
rebaptizer
baptized

3

to

assure that each mormon congregation accomplished this goal
as well as other goals of the reformation either church
leaders or a special group of home missionaries visited each
congregation and instructed them to follow the new
initiatives therefore during the early lives of many
adopted indians baptism was emphasized
during the 1850s all mormons were expected to be
baptized at the age of eight
therefore all adopted
indian children who lived to the age of eight should have
received baptism and the accompanying ordinance of
confirmation if fully assimilated into mormon culture
however not all of the adopted indians received this
and other ordinances during their lifetimes
in mormonism
a doctrine known as baptism for the dead is taught and
practiced and some adopted indians received a mormon
baptism after their deaths this doctrine essentially states
4

5

ed

salt lake city bookcraft

1966
80

256 58

that baptisms

may be

preformed vicariously for those

who

did

not receive baptism in the flesh
since mormons believe
that baptism is an essential saving ordinance for all who

the practice of baptisms for the dead
is effected in mormon temples for those who did not receive
the ordinance in this life then according to mormon
doctrine the deceased person has the opportunity to accept
have lived on earth

or

reject the baptism

6

the temple endowment and the associated ordinance of
sealing also holds a unique place in mormon belief
according to james E talmage the endowment is another
important part of a mormons quest for salvation or

also perform this ordinance for
persons who are dead or who otherwise did not receive the
ordinance while they were living brigham young taught that
the temple endowment is
to receive all those ordinances in the house of
the lord which are necessary for you after you have
departed this life to enable you to walk back to the
presence of the father passing the angels who stand as
sentinels being enabled to give them the key words
the signs and tokens pertaining to the holy
priesthood and gain your eternal exaltation in spite
of earth and hell
therefore without the mormon temple endowment mormons
believe that the fullest exaltation is not possible
As to the indians who were adopted young included them
in the group of special beneficiaries when at the
dedication of the st george temple in 1877 he said

exaltation

7

mormons

8

81

st george temple was built here in this
place purposely where it is warm and pleasant in the
winter time and comfortable to work also for the
Lama
to receive their
lamanites
nites indians

this

house

0

blessings
additionally mormon doctrine emphasizes that persons
cannot attain salvation with out being linked to a family
mormons regard the marriage ceremony known as the
unit
ceremony of sealing in marriage11
marriage or temple marriage as
the one and only perfect contract of matrimony
if a
endowments

and other

9

10

11

12
1612
1112

marriage is performed in

believe

it is lasting

a mormon temple

and binding for

then mormons

this life

and beyond

the veil of death therefore temple marriage is an
ordinance required for salvation children born into this
union are considered to be sealed to the couple also for
talmage states
time and beyond
children who are born of
parents thus married are natural heirs to the priesthood

children of the covenant they are called they require
rite of adoption or sealing to insure them place in the

posterity of promise

no

13

for those children who were born to a couple before a
sealing of marriage in a mormon temple church doctrine
affirms that these children must be officially sealed to
so must children who
their parents talmage states
have been born to parents married for time only be sealed to
their parents after father and mother have been sealed to
each other in the order of celestial temple marriage
0

14

82

the adopted indians of this sample fall into this category
of children
additionally these ordinances are performed
vicariously for the dead just as baptisms and endowments
rare performed vicariously for the dead
again the
church affirms that the eternal perpetuity of all family
relationships depends on these ordinances and mormons feel
that full exaltation or salvation can only be attained as a
family unit
the importance of these ordinances in mormon belief is
emphasized by bruce R mcconkie who affirms that if
individuals who participate in temple ordinances live up to
their part of the covenant they can be assured of salvation
and exaltation
therefore baptism confirmation the
temple endowment the temple marriage sealing and the
associated sealing of all family members to each other are
necessary for full salvation or exaltation in mormon
16

belief

17

another mormon doctrine and practice of special
relevance to the adopted children is the law of adoption
practiced during the period 1830 1900 the law of adoption
emphasized the importance of children being sealed to worthy
parents parents who were sealed into the patriarchal line
according to gordon irving mormon
exaltation depended on being part of a patriarchal chain

extending to adam

83

irving stresses that the law
linked to adam
included important social ramifications for
the sons were to give the fathers the benefit of their
labors while the fathers offered their children not
only some measure of security in the next world but
counsel and direction in this world as well
so a sealing of an adopted person to adoptive parents was
a known practice and adopted indian children being sealed
to adoptive parents for both a temporal and a spiritual
reason had a known precedent
this study will show how many adopted indians from a

that

was

19

sixty three

adopted indians have received
the mormon ordinances of baptism and confirmation the

sample of

known

the sealing of marriage and the sealing of child
to parent either during their lifetimes or vicariously
mormons have participated in the ordinances of baptism

endowment

their churchs beginning As far as
temple ordinances are concerned mormons have participated
in them since 1842
the information for this research has
been taken from records of the church of jesus christ of
AF
known
day
as
the
the
saints
ancestral
file
latter
international genealogical index IGI and the temple

and confirmation since

records index bureau TIB
the ancestral file is a computerized program wherein
records are recorded from LDS family group sheets its
primary purpose is to locate and define family ties
included in this record are various accounts of individuals
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including data about births deaths baptisms endowments
dealings
sea lings and other assorted information
marriages sealings
the international genealogical index IGI is a list of
approximately 118 million entries the list contains names
of deceased persons for whom temple ordinances have been
performed or for whom ordinances are in the process of
being performed
it also contains information about
individuals including complete names of individuals names
of parents or spouse sex births christenings
christen ings marriages
dates of events places of events LDS ordinances
performed and other assorted information the IGI focuses
on information submitted since october 1969
the temple records index bureau TIB is a card index
of approximately thirty million names of individuals who
received their LDS temple endowments either in life or by
proxy between the years 1842 1970
it is an index to
endowments received prior to the computer processing of
names which began in october 1969
included on these index
cards are the related temple or endowment house record
information the name of the individual involved birth
date death date marriage date name of heir or instance
meaning the name of the person who initiated the
of
ordinance work for the individual involved fathers name
mothers name spouses name relationship of heir or family
representative to person listed proxys names endowment
date and baptism date however each of these items is
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only

listed if

LDS church

additionally only members of the
have a valid temple recommend and others

known
who

with special permission

this studys

may

use the TIB

sample of adopted indians includes eighty

individuals however of these eighty one individuals
eighteen are known by surname only therefore this section
of research focuses on information about the remaining
sixty three individuals with both first and last names
A surprising number of adopted indians were baptized
while they were living twenty five individuals or forty
percent of the sample
eighteen of the twenty five were
baptized before the age of fifteen while the other seven
were baptized in later years
the oldest adopted indian to
receive baptism was ellen lee who was baptized at the age
of forty seven nine individuals were baptized at age eight
the average age of those who were baptized was thirteen
excluding the seven who were baptized after age fifteen the
average was ilg
11.6
116 percent
six individuals were baptized vicariously however
lorim spilsbury
four of these individuals minnie burgess borim
lehi west and picket murdock who died at ages of thirty
one

2

one

twenty

twenty one

and seventy two

should have had a

chance to receive baptism before their deaths
this
group probably chose not to receive a mormon baptism
20
21

appendix V contains a table that summarizes the LDS
ordinance of adopted indians
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other hand thirty eight adopted indians were
not baptized during their lifetimes or 60 percent of the
sample
this means that a majority of adopted indians did
not receive an essential rite oa
off passage into the mormon
on the

culture with the addition of baptisms performed
vicariously thirty one individuals or forty nine percent of
the sample received baptism at some time while thirty two
one percent of the sample did not and
individuals or fifty
fiftyone
have not received the ordinance of baptism
the fact that
half of the adopted indians received the rites of baptism
and presumably confirmation while the other half did not
raises some serious questions about the overall assimilation
of adopted indians into mormon culture
endowment records for the adopted indians in this
sample show that thirteen individuals or 21 percent
received this ordinance during their lifetimes an
additional eighteen adopted indians or 29 percent of the
sample received this ordinance vicariously
in total
thirty one individuals or 49 percent received this
ordinance this also means that fifty individuals or 79
percent of the sample did not receive the ordinance of the
endowment during their lifetimes and thirty two
individuals or 51 percent of the sample did not or have
have
not received the endowment ordinance at any time
life or vicariously
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either in

conclusions can be made from these thirty one
records of adopted indians who have received the mormon
endowment
first the fact that an endowment was done is a
significant factor in determining the degree of
acculturation for these adopted indians some degree of
acculturation was obtained either during their life time or
some

after thirteen of the thirty one received their endowments
of their own accord or during their own lives
this means
that

some

adopted indians did become assimilated enough into

culture to receive this highly sought after
ordinance during their lifetimes
second nine persons received their endowments after
their deaths at the instance or request of a near relative
the

mormon

for four of the adopted indians
endowment work was requested by an adopted mother or father
the remaining requests came from a nephew a foster sister

the endowment

work

great grand niece a great grand daughter and other
direct line relatives
third five persons received their endowments at the
request of friends rather than relatives these five
persons apparently did not have relatives who pressed for
a

their

after their deaths however
they did have friends who cared enough to insist that the
work be done
additionally four persons received their
endowments vicariously at the request of an unknown person
fourth while thirty one persons received the ordinance
endowment work to be done
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of the endowment

thirty three persons did not

that over

half of the sample did not receive the mormon ordinance of
the endowment is significant cause to question the overall
assimilation of adopted indians into the mormon culture
morcom
this assumption is also supported by research on the mormom

participation in the

during this period
according to bean mineau and anderten 80 of the mormon
population participated in the endowment
additionally the average age of those who received
endowment

21

this ordinance while they

were

living

was twenty

nine years

the average lifespan
life
ilfe span for those who received the ordinance
vicariously was thirty eight point seven years that so
many adopted indians who received the endowment ordinance
vicariously lived well into their adult years is a
significant factor in the evaluation of adopted indian
assimilation thirty eight almost thirty nine years of
living among the mormon culture and not receiving their
mormon endowment and in many cases not even baptism leads
this research to conclude that many indian children were not
fully assimilated into the mormon community or culture
this assumption becomes even clearer when the percent
of adopted indians who were sealed to their adopted parents
during their lifetimes is researched in all five adopted
indians were sealed to their parents or 8 percent of the
sample therefore fifty eight adopted indians or 92
percent of the sample were not sealed during their
89

lifetimes to their adopted parents
of adopted indians

rises

who

the percentage
were sealed to their adopted parents
however

the vicarious work is added
fifteen
individuals were sealed to their adopted parents after their
deaths making the total percentage of those who were sealed
to their adopted parents 32 percent also noteworthy is
when

that eight individuals

were sealed to

their adopted parents

close relatives while the remaining
seven have been sealed since 1963
therefore very few adopted indians were fully
mormon
family because very few adopted
the
milated
into
assimilated
dilated
assi
indians were sealed to their foster parents
since the
rite of sealing children to parents was important in mormon
theology and to the concept of the mormon family the fact
that very few adopted indians were sealed to their adopted
parents points to a conclusion that few adopted indians were
fully assimilated into mormon culture A common example of
an adopted indian who was not sealed to his adopted parents
is the case of samuel arthur adopted son of christopher J
arthur and caroline eliza haight samuel arthur was born in
cedar city iron county utah on 2 november 1856 on the
arthur family group sheet samuel is listed as a child but
not as a sealed child
christopher and caroline arthur were
sealed to each other on 3 november 1857 in the endowment
house in salt lake city
their child eliza haight arthur
born 7 july 1857 is listed as a sealed child therefore a
before 1910 most

by
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necessary sealing of child to parent occurred however a
similar sealing of samuel to his adoptive parents did not
occur

another indian child sally young kanosh is also not
listed as being sealed to her adoptive parents this case
is particularly interesting because her adoptive father was
brigham young and

sally is

and was one of the most noted of

adopted indian children

finally the

number of temple marriage sea
dealings
sealings
lings

performed by adopted indians themselves was seven

an

additional five individuals were sealed vicariously
therefore 20 percent of those married were sealed in their
lifetimes fourteen percent received the ordinance after
their deaths therefore 34 percent of those married
received the temple marriage ordinance it is important to
note that twenty three adopted indians or 66 percent of
those married in the sample did not or have not received the
ordinance of temple marriage sealing
another interesting fact obtained through these

records especially the TIB index is that ten of the
adopted indians were classified by the temple workers or
lamanites
record keepers as Lama
nites ie native americans in each
of these records the word lamanite is linked to the person
involved race or nationality is not usually declared on
other records in the collections
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also eighteen of the adopted indians records
indicating that they have received the mormon ordinance of
the endowment have the names of their parents recorded
the adoptive parents names
fifteen of these records list theadoptive
eleven of these specifically mention that the parents were
either foster or adopted parents while five just list the
parents names the records of frank warner james sessions
and zaidee hunter mention indian fathers even though each
person was known by their adopted parents surnames
2

in summary

only four adopted indians received the

ordinances specified for full exaltation by the mormon
church during their lifetimes ruth call rhoda carpenter
david lemmon and james sessions
in other words only
four out of sixty three or 6 percent of the sample fully
participated in the mormon religious ordinances during their
lifetimes additionally four more adopted indians sally
henrie matilda judd ellen lee and anna ida rice received
mormon
ordinances through a combination of live and
the
all
vicarious participation
therefore 8 or 12.7
127 percent of
24

225

the adopted indians in the sample have received what is
considered to be the saving ordinances for full salvation or
exaltation in mormon belief thus as far as religious
acculturation only eight adopted indians were fully
acculturated
aculturated into the

mormon

culture

to be fair some adopted indians received all the
possible ordinances excluding temple marriage richard
92

received all the ordinances possible while he
lived ammon draper albert hamblin ellen hamblin omar

nebeker

heywood
Heywoodf lemuel hunsaker

pickett

murdock

and lucy meeks

received all the ordinances except marriage through a
T
combination of vicarious and living participation
iff
these eight adopted indians are added to the other eight
adopted indians then sixteen adopted indians or 25 percent
of the adopted indians in this sample were fully
26
21

L

assimilated into the mormon religious culture however if
richard nebeker is added to the other four adopted indians
who received all the necessary ordinances while living the
8
percent
only
is
total
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CHAPTER 7

conclusion

prior to the

mormons

arrival in

the indian slave
trade between the mexicans and the utah indians was a
cormons
Mor mons
dominant element of native american culture the mormons
1847

faced with the complexities of the slave trade found it
necessary to develop a policy that integrated the slave

trade into their culture
brigham young realizing that the slave trade was
already a deeply entrenched system of trade among the native
program
an
Ut
using his
adoption
developed
indian
utahans
ahans
influence to bring about a 1852 territorial act that
illegalized
the slave trade between the indians and the
legalized
il
mexicans young left the indians with one option to sell
young
mormons
cormons
mons
Mor
urged the mormons to
to
the
slaves
their
adopt the indian slaves as children and to bring them up in
the mormon faith young based the adoption program upon the
indentured servitude clause within the territorial act he
was sure the program would benefit all parties involved
and young hoped

that

mormons could

better help the indians

spiritually
youngs justifications for supporting

both temporally and

an indian slave

lia
lla of indian slave adoption
act with its necessary conditions
conditic
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was a combination of well thought out

expected results
in the slave trade

first

young

reasons linked to

felt that

mormon

interaction

because of the present condition of

indian slave trading in utah was
in the best interest of
wasin
the indians being sold in youngs eyes mormon were better
masters for the indians than mexican masters
second under united states law slavery was legal
however young also wanted to put a stop to the slave trade
especially the intra territorial slave trade wherein utah
indians were transferred outside of the territory
therefore young used his influence to convince the
territorial legislature to outlaw inter territorial slave

trade

third

young made

it possible

for white utah

mormons
cormons
who
Mor mons to
were
overwhelmingly
residents
territorial
buy slaves and make out an indenture
with mormon masters
the indians would be freer they would have a better
opportunity to become civilized after a mormon fashion
and each adopted indian slave would enjoy a higher quality
mormon
non
a
would
under
have
than
otherwise
beshe
heshe
life
master young and the mormons made the same assumption
shared by most european peoples that the indian was

of

inferior in culture therefore they needed to adopt a
higher culture or mormon culture mormon masters would also
become foster parents because they would integrate the
adopted indians into

mormon

culture
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fourth young and the mormons goals of further
colonization would be enhanced As mormons pushed farther
into indian lands interactions with indian tribes involved
in the slave trade would young reasoned be more congenial
because mormons participated in the slave trade also
morcom
adopted indians would be economic assets to any mormom
family

fifth

young

justified

mormon

involvement in the slave

trade because it would promote the mormon religious goal of
converting the indians to mormonism not only would the
adopted indians become members of mormon families but young
hoped that the adopted indians would be assimilated into the
mormon culture as church members
and as the adopted
indians became members of the mormon church they would
mormon
a
book
prophecy that the Lama
of
lamanites
nites
fulfill
indians would be redeemed through the gospel of christ
the results of mormon interaction in the indian slave
trade varied young expected certain results and in some
cases the results were positive while in others the
mormon
were
negative
adoption program coupled
the
results
with the slave act did for the most part stop the inhumane
slave trade between the mexicans and the indians though
slave trading between mexicans and indians probably
continued it continued as an underground operation which
cormons
Mor mons
necessitated a decrease in slave traffic mormons
therefore became the principle slave traders instead of a
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life filled

with drudgery and involuntary servitude among
the mexicans or other indian tribes indian slaves were

better at least in youngs eyes position as
indentured servants or as in most cases adopted children
young reasoned that mormons were better suited as trustees
placed in

a

for the indians than the mexicans because he considered the
mormon culture and his proposed policy of indian slave
treatment to be morally superior to the mexican culture and
its policies concerning indian slaves

additionally

mormon

interaction in the slave trade as

enumerated in the indian slave act

initially

enhanced

goals of colonization As mormons moved into the
southern and central valleys of utah they met with little
oppositi however opposition increased as indians
initial opposition
found it more and more difficult to sell indian slaves to
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
further angry mexican slave traders helped incite
the indian slave traders against the mormons and the
mormon slave act
therefore mormon interaction into the
slave trade despite hopes for peaceful mormon indian
contributed
tribu ted to the indian grievances that caused
relations con
contribu
the walker war the indian slave act was an attempt to
appease indians like walker who both a slaver and a threat
to mormon colonizers but the act only served as an
cormons
Mor mons
initial buffer between the indians and the mormons
thereafter it helped provoke rather than pacify the

mormon

indians
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some

families

adopted indians were

a

great help to

mormon

most adopted indians helped on the farm or in the

therefore became an economic asset to the family
however other adopted indians ran away from their adopted
families possibly because of the difficult working
conditions
the results of mormon adoptions were also varied it
is clear that some of the adopted indians died before
maturity this sample contains five adopted indians who
died before maturity because of illness with three others
dying from accidents at a young ages
however the
majority fifty eight individuals or 88 percent of the
sample of adopted indians reached maturity
again it must
be noted that this sample comes from historial sources that
mention the indians because they were exceptional or
mormon
youngs
Howe
one
reasons
prominent
however
verr
of
for
verf
involvement in the slave trade to increase the quality of
life was partially fulfilled because some adopted indians
lived beyond childhood so some indians because they were
cormons
Mor mons did not suffer the indignities as
adopted by mormons
perceived by young that their counterparts suffered under
mexican or indian guardianship
still those who lived to maturity and remained with
their adopted culture faced numerous cultural challenges
few indian men intermarried with whites although many
indian women did and many indians of both sexes remained
home and
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single either by choice or by their inability to find
suitable marriage partners among whites or their native
people also those indians who lived to maturity developed
into a distinct social class within mormon culture because
mormons perceived the indian race as an inferior race many
mormons did not fully accept the adopted indians as equals
and despite their indian blood many adopted indians found
it difficult to return to their native people
many

adopted indians received some education and

according to

some

with whites

twenty two in the sample

written accounts were well thought of in
their communities but these accounts are difficult to
verify young expected the adopted indians to be integrated
into mormon society A good indicator of adopted indian
assimilation is marriage those indians who intermarried
seemed to have had

the easiest time assimilating themselves into mormon
culture but even these indians faced degrees of prejudice
that continued to have its effects upon descendants

research shows there were sixty six children who resulted
from indian white marriages
of these children brooks
writes
the writer has met the descendents of rhoda
Carpent
carpenterminnie
erMinnie hartman janet leavitt and david
seem
Le nunon
would
lemmon
that the children of these
it
indian white marriages carried a certain stigma
with the grandchildren this difference is much less
while the fourth generation seems to have forgotten
entirely that it has any of the blood of israel in
they mix on an equal plane with their
its veins
associates
0
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to what extent attitudes of prejudice excluded adopted
indians from becoming fully assimilated into mormon society
may never be known but a good indication of assimilation
can be seen through the adopted indians religious
participation the principle reason behind youngs

justifications

all

was a hope

adopted indians

for

however

conversion to mormonism of

a

religious records

show

that

this sample of prominent and
exceptional adopted indians fully accepted mormonism
few adopted

indians

from

according to ordinance records only five adopted
indians from the sample during their lifetimes received
all the ordinances baptism and confirmation the endowment
temple marriage sealing and parent to child sealing

required

including
vicarious work sixteen adopted indians or 25 percent of
the sample received all the necessary ordinances this
means that forty seven individuals or 75 percent of the
adopted indians in this sample did not receive all the
ordinances required for full participation in the mormon
by mormon

belief for exaltation

religious culture
twenty five individuals or 40 percent of the sample
were baptized during their lifetimes with an additional six
receiving baptism vicariously therefore 60 percent of the
adopted indians or thirty eight individuals did not
receive the ordinance of baptism and presumably
confirmation
102

thirteen individuals
individualst

percent of the sample
received the ordinance of the endowment during their
lifetimes with eighteen adopted indians receiving the
seven adopted indians chose to be
ordinance vicariously
married in the mormon temple while five received the
ordinance vicariously perhaps the most revealing fact
obtained from these religious records is the percentage of
adopted indians who were sealed to their adopted parents
only five adopted indians or 8 percent of the sample were
sealed to their parents while the indians were alive
fifteen individuals were sealed to their parents
or

21

vicariously
majority of adopted
indians in this sample did not receive the essential mormon
ordinances required for full integration into the mormon
religion As already mentioned this sample consists of
adopted indians who were either prominent or exceptional
because they were mentioned in historical accounts
if a
majority
majoriay of the most prominent and exceptional adopted
majorit
indians did not receive the mormon ordinances it can be
assummed
as
summed the majority of adopted indians did not received
the mormon ordinances therefore a majority of the adopted
indians did not become fully accepted or assimilated into
the mormon culture at least in the religious sense either
during or after their lifetimes
what these records show

is that

a

&
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additionally of those individuals in the sample

who

did receive the ordinances few received the ordinance
during their lifetimes of their own accord again the most
revealing fact is that only five persons were sealed to an
adopted family while they lived suggesting that mormons of

that time period did not perceive the adopted children to be
legitimate members of the family unit that result added
to the low percentages of indians who participated in other
ordinances implies that most adopted indians were not fully
assimilated into the mormon religious culture
thus the actual results of the adoption program
implemented by brigham young and the mormons were

substantially different

from the expected

and the mormons may have had noble

results

young

intentions and

expectations for the adoption program but their inter ons
and expectations were never fully actualized
oneil
onell and
7

layton commenting on mormon
mormonindian
indian interaction of the
period conclude the mormon experience then had become
the american experience and for the indians the result was
typically devastating
the statement of oneil and
layton could also be used to generally describe the results
of the mormon adoption program young later said
1I will say to our government if they could hear
you need never fight the indians but if you
me
want to get rid of them try to civilize them
at
the warm springs at this little grove where they
would pitch their tents we found perhaps three
hundred indians but 1I do not suppose that there
are three of that band left alive now there was
another band a little south another north
1122
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another further east but 1I do not suppose there
is one in ten perhaps not one in a hundred now
alive of those who were here when we came did we
we
no
we
them
them
brought their
fed
kill
children into our families and nursed them and did
everything for them it was possible to do for
human beings but die they would
so despite their good intentions young and the mormon
people failed to save the indians from the usual effects of
interaction with the whites although this research does
not show that the children brought into mormon homes died as
young implied it does show that mormon intentions were not
3

enough to

fully assimilate the adopted indians into their

cormons
mons as many other anglo americans still
Mor
the mormons
destroyed the native indian culture for the most part and
they changed the lives of indians permanently
the few
indians that the mormons attempted to assimilate into their
culture ended up for the most part as a lost people in a
middle ground neither fully accepted as indians nor fully
cormons
Mor mons
accepted as white mormons
nevertheless brigham young and the mormons attempted
to assimilate the indians into their culture in evaluating
the experience between the mormons and the utah indians it
must be noted that the mormons realistically attempted to
help the indians while contact with the mormons changed
the lives of the utah indians the mormons did stop the
barbaric conditions of the slave trade that were prevalent
before they arrived it is true that many mormons bought
and adopted the indians for selfish reasons adopted indians

culture
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could be very beneficial to a struggling rancher homemaker
or farmer
but many mormons also bought and adopted the

indian slaves for christian reasons based on their mormon
faith and their individual views of christianity that all
the adopted indians were not fu
fully
liy assimilated into the
lly
mormon religion could be linked to numerous conditions
difficult to measure although they are implied white
prejudice a lack of indian desire or a lack of general
understanding by both groups
finally the mormons
indian adoption program at a minimum helped a few indians
to cope with the changes brought by the expansion of whites
into utah examples of far less humane indian policies
among europeans and other americans abound in history
most
europeans and americans did not try to assimilate the
indians into their culture but instead they tried to
cormons
Mor mons in attempting to
exploit or exterminate them the mormons
assimilate the indians into their culture achieved some
success which is better than none at all
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appendix 1I

definitions of essential terms
the term mormon is a term that is commonly used to
describe the religious denomination the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints mormons are members of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints
brigham young was the churchs leader form 1844 to his
death in 1877 youngs position bestowed titles of both
president of the church as well as prophet of the church
lamanite is a word used by mormons to describe the
native americans it is a term taken from book of mormon
scripture called the book of mormon the mormon people
believe the book of mormon is a record of the ancient
inhabitants of the americas or the ancestors of the native
americans

indian or indians in this thesis will refer to the
native americans who inhabited the area called the great
basin
southern utah usually refers to the area south of
provo utah in the state of utah
koshute indians captured usually
slaves were plute or goshute
by ute indians and who were sold primarily to the mexicans
108

mexicans are those peoples

inhabited the
southwestern area of north america until the spanish
american war when the mexican peoples consisted of the
who

inhabitants of mexico
adoption in this research refers to the

mormon

people

adopting the indian slaves they purchased under the terms
of the 1852 utah territorial slave act the mormons could
buy an indian slave only if they intended to adopt such

slave into their present family
assimilation is used in conjunction with the mormon
attempt to change the indian slaves into persons who were
accepted in society as a full citizen of that group
assimilation also refers to the mormon attempt to convert
the indian slaves to their religion to be assimilated an
indian would necessarily reject hisher
aisher own heritage and
accept the new heritage and cultural norms of the mormon
culture by doing so the indian would no longer be an
outsider in mormon society
endowments is a word used in conjunction with mormon
according to bruce R mcconkie the
temple ordinances
endowment is a special spiritual set of blessings that
pertain in mormon belief to exaltation
sealing pertains to the mormon temple ordinance wherein
members of families are joined together in mormon belief for
eternity marriages when possible are first performed in
mormon temple and are know as a sea
sealing for those who were
109

civilly

sealing can be performed after the
seal
initial marriage for those couples who are first married
in the mormon temple their children are classified as born
or in other words the children are
in the covenant BIC
sealed to the parents for all time for those couples who
are sealed after their marriage and who have children born
sealing these couples are encouraged to seal
before the sea
their children to them in the temple thus in this
research an important factor in the evaluation of the
degree of cultural assimilation of adopted indian children
is the percentage of adopted indians who were sealed to
their adopted parents

married

a
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appendix 11
II
A

preamble and an act for the further

relief of indian

slaves and prisoners
whereas

california
of the

the acquisition of upper
mexico and the subsequent organization

by reason of

and new

territorial

governments of new mexico and utah by the

acts of the congress of the united states these territories
have organized governments within and upon what would

otherwise be considered indian territory and which really
is indian territory so far as the right of soil is involved
thereby presenting the novel feature of a white legalized
government on indian lands

and

the laws of the united states in relation to
intercourse with indians are designed for and applicable to
territories and countries under the sole and exclusive
jurisdiction of the united states and
whereas from time immemorial the practice of
purchasing indian women and children of the utah tribe of
indians by mexican traders has been indulged in and carried
whereas

ill
lii
lil
111

those respective peoples until the indians consider
it an allowable traffic and frequently offer their
prisoners or children for sale and
whereas it is common practice among these indians to
on by

their own children and women and it is a well
established fact that women and children thus obtained or
obtained by war or theft or in any other manner are by
them frequently carried from place to place packed upon
upon
grass
ed
out
to
horses or mules larietted
roots
subsist
lariett
or starve and are frequently bound with thongs made of
rawhide until their hands and feet become swollen
gamble away

mutilated inflamed with pain and wounded and when with
suffering cold hunger and abuse they fall sick so as to
become troublesome are frequently slain by their masters to
get rid of them and
whereas they do frequently kill their women and
children taken prisoners either for revenge or for
amusement or through the influence of tradition unless
they are tempted to exchange them for trade which they
usually do if they have an opportunity and
whereas one family frequently steals the children and
women of another family and such robberies and murders are
continually committed in times of their greatest peace and
amity thus dragging free indian women and children into
mexican servitude and slavery or death to the almost
entire extirpation of the whole indian race and
112

whereas

these inhuman practices are being daily

enacted before our eyes in the midst of the white
settlements and within the organized counties of the
territory and when the inhabitants do not purchase or trade
for those so offered for sale they are generally doomed to
go the most miserable existence suffering the tortures of
every species of cruelty until death kindly relieves them
and closes the revolting scenery
whereas

when

consideration

it

all these facts are
becomes the duty of

taken into

all

humane and

christian people to extend unto this degraded and
downtrodden race such relief as can be awarded to them
according to their situation and circumstances it therefore
becomes necessary to consider
among
our
circumstances
of
the
location
these
first
savage tribes under the authority of congress while yet the
indian title to the soil is left unextinguished not even a
treaty having been held by which a partition of territory or
country has been made thereby bringing them into our
dooryards
yards our houses and in contact with our every
door
avocation

second

the

common

their situation and our duty towards
principles of humanity

them

upon

third

the remedy or what will be the most conducive
to ameliorate their condition preserve their lives and

their liberties

and redeem them from a worse than
113

african

suggests
your
to
committee that to
itself
it
memorialize congress to provide by some act of national
legislation for the new and unparalleled situation of the
inhabitants of this territory in relation to their
intercourse with these indians would be one resource
prolific in its results for our mutual benefit and further
that we ask their concurrence in the following enactment
passed by the legislature of the territory of utah jan 31
bondage

AD

entitled

1852

AN ACT FOR THE

sec

1

RELIEF OF INDIAN SLAVES

be

it

enacted

by

AND

PRISONERS

the governor and legislative

assembly of the territory of utah that whenever any white
person within any organized county of this territory shall
have any indian prisoner child or woman in his possession
immediately go

such person

shall
together with such indian prisoner child or

whether by purchase or otherwise

before the selectman or probate judge of the county
if in the opinion of the selectman or probate judge the
person having such indian prisoner child or woman is a
suitable person and properly qualified to raise or retain
and educate said indian prisoner child or woman it shall be
his or their duty to find out the same by indenture for the
term of not exceeding twenty years at the discretion of the
judge or selectman
sec 2 the probate judge or selectman shall cause to
be written in the indenture the name and age place where

woman

114

born

name

of parents

person belonged

name

if

known

tribe to

of indian from

whom

which

said indian

said person

was

obtained and date of the indenture a copy of which shall be
filed in the probate clerks office
sec 3 the selectmen in their respective counties are
hereby authorized to obtain such indian prisoners children
or women and bind them to some useful avocation
sec 4
the master to whom the indenture is made is
hereby required to send said apprentice to school if there
be a school in the district or vicinity for the term of
three months in each year at a time when said indian child
shall be between the ages of seven and sixteen the master
shall clothe his apprentice in a comfortable and becoming
manner according to his said masters condition in life
approved march

7

1852
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appendix 111
III
lil
lii

proclamation by the governor
whereas

it is

reliable information
various other sources that there is in

made known

to

me

by

affidavits an
this territory a hord of mexicans or outlandish men who
are infesting the settlements stirring up the indians to
from

aggressions upon the inhabitants and who are also
furnishing the indians with guns ammunition
etc contrary
ammunitionetc
to the laws of this territory and the laws of the united

make

states

it is

evident that it is the intention of
these mexicans or foreigners to break the laws of this
territory and the united states utterly regardless of every
restriction furnishing indians with guns and powder
whenever and wherever it suits their designs convenience
or purposes
and whereas

brigham young

governor and

therefore
superintendent of indian affairs for the territory of utah
in order to preserve peace quell the indians and secure the
lives and property of the citizens of the territory hereby
order and direct as follows
1I

116

ist

13 t

that

a

small detachment consisting of

thirty

men

under the charge of captain wall

proceed south through the
entire extent of the settlements reconnoitering the country
and directing the inhabitants to be on their guard against

surprise
2nd
and
that said reconnoitering officer communicate with
the expedition now traveling south as often as any
information of importance is obtained that 1I may be kept
advised of every transaction
3rd
ard the officer and party hereby sent upon this
service are hereby authorized and directed to arrest and
keep in close custody every strolling mexican party and
those associating with them and other suspicious persons or
parties that they may encounter and leave them safely
guarded at different points of settlements to await further
orders as circumstances shall transpire and the laws
direct
orv are hereby
4th
territory
ath the militia of the Territ
instructed to be in readiness to march to any point to which
they may be directed at a moments notice
any sudden

5th
ath

all

mexicans

now

in the

territory are required to

remain quiet in the settlements and not attempt to leave
under any consideration until further advised and the

officers of the territory are hereby directed to keep them
in safe custody treating them with kindness and supplying
their necessary wants
117

6th
ath while all the people should be on their constant
guard they are also requested to remain quiet and orderly

pursuing their various avocations until such times as they
may be called upon to act in their own defense

the officer in

7th
ath

command

of the reconnoitering

detachment is hereby directed to move with caution that he
may not be taken in ambush or surprise to preserve his men

still

expeditious in his movements as
he people at the various settlements are
possible and the
hereby requested to furnish him such aid and assistance as
shall be necessary
and animals

done

G

be as

at the city of provo in the county of utah this
by governor

april
ferris secretary

23rd day of

benj

and

AD

1853
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